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Chapter 731 - Powerful Ye Qingxian 

A snow clothed woman with fine black hair, black crystalline eyes that flickered with divine light stood 

there. She was like a fairy that walked out from a painting. She stood proudly in the great palace, her 

appearance unmatched. 

It was precisely this icy, otherworldly beauty that was berating the Heavenly deities present, facing the 

sect masters alone, making many people incredibly shocked. 

No matter how they looked at it, her age wasn’t that great. Her dazzling and graceful body carried an 

exuberant vitality, so she she should be rather young. 

It was precisely because of this that everyone was stunned, feeling that this was inconceivable. She 

actually stood against a group of sect masters. It was hard for others to imagine where she got this type 

of confidence. 

“Unbridled!” Celestial Clan’s Heavenly deity rebuked. This was, after all, their clan’s important location. 

For a younger generation member to barge in and act so overbearing, it was too outrageous. 

“Im my opinion, it is you all who are acting unbridled!” Ye Qingxian raised her head. She looked towards 

the great Heavenly deities seated high up in the palace. Her words were disrespectful, as if she didn’t 

think much of them at all. 

“Youngster, this is not a place for you to be in!” Another sect master spoke and exerted pressure. 

A weng sounded. Scarlet light suddenly appeared in the palace, scattering down like the sunset glow of 

the horizon. The brilliant redness carried a blinding golden border. It was incredibly terrifying as it 

hacked towards Ye Qingxian. 

Someone took action to teach her a lesson, have her understand that this was the sect masters’ palace 

and not a place where a younger generation member could behave atrociously and do whatever they 

pleased. 

Suddenly, the scarlet multicolored light stopped moving, as if it was frozen in midair. A red feather that 

carried golden color appeared, stopping there. 

A chi sounded. It began to burn, turning into a divine flame about a zhang away from Ye Qingxian, 

illuminating the entire palace. In the end, with a pu sound, it turned into ashes, scattering downwards. 

Everyone’s expressions became sluggish. This time, they clearly saw that a mysterious ripple stopped 

everything, preventing that divine feather from getting closer and eventually turning it into ashes. 

Fire Devil Palace’s Lord was shocked. This was a red crane feather he fired out, and it possessed 

shocking divine force, as well as his clan’s unique precious technique symbols. In the end, in 

unexpectedly exploded, turning into ashes. 

At this moment, everyone’s expressions changed. They couldn’t help but treat this seriously. 



“Do you like pulling out your own feathers a lot? I don’t mind helping you pick them clean, plucking all of 

them out. If you don’t believe me, should we try?” Ye Qingxian spoke. This was an undisguised threat 

towards this sect master. She was looking down on the Scarlet Feathered Crane. 

Fire Devil Palace Lord’s expression became downcast. He felt incomparably shaken inwardly. This 

woman was too mysterious, actually able to stop this strike! His mind could not stay calm. 

“Youngster, what sect did you come from exactly? Do your clan elders know that you are stirring up 

trouble here? Do not make a mistake and provoke trouble for your clansmen,” someone said. 

“I don’t want to lower myself to argue with you, so just stay on the side quietly. With so many sect 

elders here, it’s better if you listen more and talk less.” Fire Devil Palace’s Scarlet Feathered Divine Crane 

spoke. 

“I even decided not to make things difficult for you, but now you even dare to threaten and lecture 

me?” Ye Qingxian laughed. 

Fire Devil Palace’s Lord’s expression changed. This really was quite an awkward situation in front of all of 

these people’s faces. His skin was stinging a bit from heat. 

“You aren’t willing to accept this?” Ye Qingxian had red lips and white teeth, her appearance was 

graceful and exquisite. Her white clothes were fluttering about as if they were riding the wind. However, 

right now, there was an indescribable type of domineeringness! 

This was quite a contradicting attitude. She was incredibly beautiful, but when she looked out in disdain, 

there was a shocking pressure. She exuded a type of confidence and aloofness. 

Fire Devil Palace’s Lord was angered. The top of his head shone with scarlet multicolored light, ready to 

release a ferocious attack at any moment. He turned around to look at the Celestial Clan’s Heavenly 

deities and said, “Dao brothers, what do you all think?” 

Heavenly deity Qi Tuo and the others frowned. This young lady was extremely troublesome. Right now, 

they all felt like she was bottomless, unable to see what kind of background she had. Meanwhile, this 

old crane was definitely lacking in confidence as well, trying to drag them down as well. Meanwhile, 

even though this was the City of Heaven, they still found this difficult to deal with. 

“What what do you think? You just attacked me in secret, so of course I have to help you pluck a few 

feathers as punishment.” Ye Qingxian spoke extremely casually, her voice pleasant to listen to, 

melodious like heavenly music. 

Her body shone, brilliant like a rising sun, dazzling and resplendent. Her graceful, tall and straight body 

was covered in a layer of holy radiance. She walked over with quick and agile steps towards the Scarlet 

Feathered Divine Crane. n(/𝗼-.𝒱.-𝑒)(𝒍/-𝒷/-1.-n 

Everyone was shaken up. She truly dared to take action? She was actually on the initiative! 

“Younger generation, I give you face, yet you don’t take it. Now, you even dare take action against this 

old one? I’m going to capture you!” The Scarlet Feathered Crane naturally wouldn’t shrink back. Now 

that things reached this point, he was definitely going to act powerful to the extreme. Otherwise, what 

face would he have left to stand in this world? 



A hong sounded. The entire ancient palace was shaking. His left rib shone, and then an enormous wing 

flew outwards. Scarlet multicolored light erupted like flames, burning fiercely. Lightning erupted as well. 

This place was covered in a dazzling multicolored haze. Thunder rumbled, and great dao symbols 

appeared densely. It was incomparably dazzling and brilliant as it immediately surrounded Ye Qingxian. 

Chi! 

Ye Qingxian walked over. She lightly scoffed, and then her body erupted with auspicious brilliance that 

rippled outwards. They spread out in the ancient palace like bell sounds, unexpectedly producing a 

rumbling sound. 

“What is this?” Many people were shocked. 

These ripples looked gentle, but the sound they released was tremendous, so loud even the deaf could 

hear. It was a great dao sound. It blasted through that scarlet haze and swept through all of the fiery 

light, wiping out the scarlet feather symbols. 

“En?” Fire Devil Palace lord’s mind leapt. His precious technique was broken through, the fire dao divine 

ability dulling. The ripples battered over and were about to reach his body. 

He released a loud shout. The red crane wing was like a heavenly blade. It was incomparably sharp. 

Within the blood color was killing intent as it hacked downwards. 

Dang! 

The ripple struck his divine wing, releasing a metallic sound. Then, something happened that made 

everyone quake in fear. That crane wing cracked apart. Feathers flew everywhere, scattering on the 

ground. 

Fire Devil Palace’s Lord released a muffled grunt. He quickly pulled back the wing. A streak of blood was 

left behind in the void. He actually staggered backwards. 

Chi! 

At the same time, the wing that was pulled back unexpectedly shone again. It was ignited again, because 

the densely packed ripples swept over, landing on its surface. 

“Ah…” Fire Devil Palace’s Lord was furious. He was injured by a younger generation, igniting his wing, 

making it wither away. It truly was a huge humiliation. 

Hong! 

Ye Qingxian’s body flowed with mysterious multicolored brilliance. Her body shook, and then even more 

ripples flew outwards. They all landed on that ancient crane’s body; it was impossible to avoid. 

In that instant, Fire Devil Palace’s Lord released a loud shout. Half its body was scorched black, and half 

of its scarlet dao robe was destroyed, turned into ashes. His entire body flew out, blood flowing out 

from his mouth. 

It was clear that the dao robe was formed from his feathers. Now that a small half of it was destroyed, it 

truly was equivalent to having his feathers plucked clean by someone. 



It immediately became difficult for people to calm down in the palace. Celestial Clan’s True deities were 

immediately scared stiff. This was the first time they saw a youth this powerful. 

“Who is this person? Could she be the core descendant of some Emperor Clan?” 

“Just a young lady, yet she is actually able to injure Fire Devil Palace’s Lord. Outrageous. Is she going to 

oppose my Celestial Clan too?” 

This result left everyone greatly shaken. Forget about them, even those sect masters narrowed their 

eyes. They revealed looks of shock, finding it difficult to calm down. 

Fire Devil Palace was not the most powerful great sect, but it wasn’t a pushover sect either. Their Palace 

Lord reached Heavenly deity level, yet in the end, he was defeated just like that, suffering such a huge 

loss. 

At this moment, Heavenly deity Qi Tuo couldn’t sit still anymore. This was just a young lady, yet she 

immediately displayed power, moreover not being any weaker than them. This was truly a shocking 

thing. 

“Are you convinced now?” Ye Qingxian looked towards Fire Devil Palace’s Lord and asked like this. Her 

voice carried a bit of magnetism, a unique charm. It was beautiful and moving. 

However, right now, no one dared to treat her like a weak beautiful young lady anymore. They all looked 

at her like she was an extraordinary and holy expert that was incomparably dazzling. 

What could Fire Devil Palace’s Lord say? His face was scarlet red. He coughed out a mouthful of blood. 

He couldn’t even stand straight here. 

“Convinced, completely convinced! Older sis, you are a true immortal!” Not far out, Kong Qiuji shouted 

loudly in praise. If not for Peacock Divine Lord giving him a look, he most likely would have jolted his 

buttocks over. 

Ye Qingxian gave him a look, and with a rather discontent tone, said, “Am I that old? I’m younger than 

you.” 

When these words were spoken, it triggered another great commotion. What kind of freak was this? 

Everyone believed that she definitely had some great secret on her, or else no one should have this type 

of strength at her age. 

“Little friend is outstanding and rarely seen since the ancient times. However, you should forgive those 

that should be forgiven.” In the palace, a Heavenly deity from the Celestial Clan spoke to stop her. 

After all, Fire Devil Palace Lord had helped them before, speaking on their behalf, and that was why this 

even happened. If they ignored this, then others would look down upon them. 

“Your Celestial Clan really is despicable.” Ye Qingxian turned around and looked at the great Heavenly 

deities, not showing any bit of fear and directly spoke rudely. 

The Heavenly deities’ eyes became cold. This was the Celestial Clan’s palace, yet she didn’t give them 

any face. 



“Little friend, you’ve crossed the line!” Qi Tuo spoke. 

“Things that will cross the line even more are still to come. He delivered your clan’s genius back out of 

goodwill, so why do you all bite the hand that feeds you?” Ye Qingxian pointed towards Shi Hao, the she 

looked at them while loudly asking. Her eyes carried anger. 

“There are ulterior motives in this. He schemed viciously to get his hands on my Celestial Clan’s supreme 

treasure.” A Heavenly deity said coldly. 

“What a joke. Back then, I was in the Blood Plains as well. I saw everything clearly. You are extremely 

shameless!” Ye Qingxian’s words really were harsh and shocking, directly challenging City of Heaven’s 

higher levels. 

“Great one, please let Huang go! He escorted me hundreds of thousands of li and has showed me great 

kindness!” Yun Xi spoke. Her expression was complicated. The snow clothed woman actually dared to 

berate Heavenly deities even though her age didn’t seem much different from her own. 

“How can you understand the vileness of the heart? Back off!” Qi Tuo’s face fell as he spoke. A powerful 

pressure descended to make it difficult for Yun Xi to speak. 

The Heavenly deities’ expressions became cold. They secretly blamed their clansmen for letting Yun Xi 

appear. She should be in ‘isolation’. 

“I really am disinclined to bickering with you all. You all even dared to touch one of my people, so today I 

came to demand an explanation! Otherwise, there is no way things will end peacefully!” Ye Qingxian 

said. 

Her white clothes were exceptional. She didn’t look like a weak young lady, but instead a monarch of the 

world beneath the heavens, overlooking the three thousand provinces, a sovereign of a generation. 

Everyone trembled inwardly. They all originally believed that she just wanted to save Huang and bring 

him away, but they never expected that she would even demand an explanation. This was domineering 

to the extreme. 

Everyone became even more shocked. What kind of background does she have? 

Meanwhile, Heavenly Country’s vice lord, Qin Changsheng, Demonic Sunflower Garden’s ancient 

ancestor, Underworld Lord, Heaven Mending Palace and other sect masters revealed looks of shock. 

They extended their wills to investigate her. 

Hong! 

At this moment, Ye Qingxian’s white clothes suffused with large amounts of multicolored light. 

Mysterious ripples spread outwards, unexpectedly forming a protective barrier that isolated her from 

the outside world. 

“Not simple!” 

The great sect masters were inwardly shaken. This woman had a great secret on her. 



“Celestial Clan, give me an explanation. I want a sincere explanation, or else today’s matter will not 

end!” Ye Qingxian said. 

Chapter 732 - Immortal Dao Projection 

“You want an explanation from us?” Heavenly Deity Qi Tuo’s face fell. He sat on top, overlooking the 

white clothed woman. Killing intent seeped out. 

Regardless, this was the City of Heaven, so they should be rushed to do anything. No matter what the 

Celestial Clan wished to do, it was not something outsiders could interfere or meddle with. 

The other Heavenly deities’ eyes were cold. As Heavenly deities, they rarely let their emotions affect 

them. However, this time, they became impatient. They all released symbol light, prepared to take 

action. 

“You cannot deal with them alone. Just hurry and leave…” Shi Hao transmitted mentally. He did not 

believe that Ye Qingxian truly could face the entire City of Heaven. 

“Relax, you are my little bro, so I’ll naturally bring you out,” Ye Qingxian said with a smile, not seeming 

worried at all. 

Shi Hao was shocked. She was going to take him as her little bro?! 

“Fairy, how about accepting an older bro?” Kong Qiuji wasn’t embarrassed or impatient, licking his lips 

as he moved forward. 

“Get lost!” Even though Ye Qingxian’s style was unmatched, beautiful and pure to an almost dream-like 

degree, at crucial moments, she didn’t hesitate in the slightest. These words alone immediately made 

Second Baldy feel suffocated. 

“Enough!” Qi Tuo spoke. She actually acted as if no one else was here, chatting with others and 

completely ignoring the Heavenly deities. Their eyes immediately became cold. 

“Are you ready to give me your explanation?” Ye Qingxian turned around and asked. 

“This is the Celestial Clan and not your sect. Forget about capturing Huang, even if we wanted to kill 

him, it is still none of your business!” Qi Tuo shouted and swept his eyes towards Shi Hao. 

“The benefactor of the Celestial Clan ended up becoming a maniac that harbors evil intent. You all 

actually dare to say this out loud, moreover killing just because you all wish to, it truly is overbearing!” 

Ye Qingxian sneered. Her fine black hair flew about. Her slender and elegant figure released sparkling 

radiance. 

“Capture!” He released a light scoff, using a Heavenly deity magical artifact. 

The purple-skinned gourd enlarged. Symbols covered the mouth of the gourd, turning into a purple 

vortex that sucked in everything. Mists pervaded the air as it tried to capture Ye Qingxian. 

Ye Qingxian’s body shone. She raised her hand and pointed outwards. It was unexpectedly still a ripple, 

and as it undulated outwards, it released a great bell sound, striking that purple-skinned gourd. 

Dang! 



It was like the evening drum and morning bells of a temple, ringing through heaven and earth. 

In addition, sparks flew outwards. After the purple-skinned gourd was struck by the ripple, it released 

zheng zheng sounds. Symbols erupted as well. 

“Suppress!” 

Qi Tuo shouted. He never thought that the Heavenly deity magical artifact wouldn’t be able to deal with 

Ye Qingxian, unable to move her in the slightest. He immediately stirred on the purple-skinned gourd to 

directly smash into her. 

This was a secret treasure that was ranked even at the forefront among Heavenly deity magical artifacts. 

It was extremely formidable. Right now, it was like a purple golden divine mountain as it released purple 

energy, suppressing downwards. 

“Capture!” 

Something shocking happened. Ye Qingxian released a light scoff. Her body shone, and then ripples 

extended out like ropes, wrapping around the purple golden gourd layer after layer. 

“En?” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo was shocked, feeling like he lost connection with that magical artifact, 

unable to control it anymore. 

Ripples spread outwards, covering everything densely. They battered the purple-skinned gourd with 

attacks, surrounding it and refined it. 

“This is…” Everyone became shocked. This girl was too formidable. How could she so easily seize a 

Heavenly deity magical artifact at such a young age? 

“She has a divine treasure inside of her!” Qin Changsheng spoke. 

“It might very well be… chaotic magical artifact!” Demonic Sunflower Garden’s ancient ancestor said. His 

entire body was surrounded by a great black sun, submerged by the dark demonic flames. He was 

incomparably terrifying. 

When this sentence sounded, everyone immediately became shocked. A chaotic magical artifact was 

definitely astonishing. All of the sect masters’ eyes went red, because it was just too rare. 

“Girl, do you believe that just because you have a magical artifact, you can do whatever you wish in the 

City of Heaven, behaving atrociously in my clan?” The other Heavenly deities stood up. They all shouted. 

“Hahaha…” Ye Qingxian didn’t reply and instead sneered, releasing laughter that sounded like silver 

bells. Her eyes released astonishing radiance, appearing incomparably self-confident. 

“Lock him away.” A Heavenly deity ordered, having someone bring Shi Hao bring down. 

“I want to see who dares.” Ye Qingxian stopped them right there. 

“Girl, do not be overconfident in your magical artifact being astonishing and think that you can do what 

you wish because of that. My Celestial Clan’s matters are not for you to meddle in,” Heavenly deity Qi 

Tuo said. 



“Today, I am going to get involved!” Ye Qingxian said. “Since you all don’t want to give me an 

explanation, then I will get it my own way.” 

She looked at Shi Hao and looked at the blood covering him. “Who did this?” 

“A prison head.” Kong Qiuji said. 

“Is that so?” Ye Qingxian stood tall. From her large black gemstone like eyes, two golden beams of light 

made of symbols appeared, staring at Shi Hao. 

“Martial dao Heavenly eye?!” At this moment, forget about the True deities, even the Heavenly deities, 

those terrifying sect masters were shocked. They all revealed looks of shock. 

The two beams of golden light swept through Shi Hao, and then a scene unexpectedly appeared. The 

prison scene slowly replayed, a clip of the past. The prison head’s sinisterness as he pierced Shi Hao’s 

flesh with a magical artifact. It was bloody and incredibly cruel. 

"What a Celestial Clan!" Ye Qingxian said softly. 

Everyone became incredibly shaken. The Martial dao Heavenly eye was mysterious after all, actually 

able to replay what happened not too long ago. Everyone felt rather strange. 

“How can this be? She actually has Martial dao Heavenly eyes from such a young age!” 

Forget about True deities, not even Heavenly deities like those sect masters could do this. This kind of 

achievement was unrelated to one’s strength, purely relying on one’s flesh and soul. 

It was hard for the entire palace to calm down. There was a huge uproar. Those sect masters all revealed 

strange looks. 

“Rumor has it that the Martial dao Heavenly eyes can be ‘grafted’?” Someone said softly. This was 

extremely dangerous. By reminding the experts here, it could be said to be harboring evil intentions. 

“So it’s you. Why don’t you come over then.” Ye Qingxian took action. An expanse of symbol light flew 

out, imprisoning and detaining a True deity from outside the palace here. It was precisely that prison 

head. 

He escorted Shi Hao over with the others and hadn’t left yet, always staying outside the palace. Right 

now, he was captured. 

“There was chaotic energy. She used a magical artifact’s power, moreover an unmatched supreme 

treasure that truly has its own powerful will!” Underworld Lord said. His handsome and pale face 

revealed a look of shock. 

“We cannot tolerate your wantonness!” 

Celestial Clan’s great Heavenly deities moved, all of them aiming to suppress Ye Qingxian. Precious 

artifacts shone and symbols interweaved. Heavenly deity magical chains were like spider webs as they 

covered the void. 

“Break!” 



Ye Qingxian shouted. Her snow white clothes shone, and from within her, a brilliant expanse of symbols 

surged. It produced a diagram that released undying energy. 

“Yi?” 

At this moment, forget about the other deities, just the great sect masters shivered inwardly. It was 

because they sensed true immortal dao energy that flowed in the void. 

“What is this?” The great Heavenly deities cried out in alarm. It was because their magical artifacts all 

disappeared with no hopes of returning once they sunk into the void, unable to budge an inch. They 

were imprisoned in place. 

In the void, brilliant colors swirled about like jade. A divine projection appeared, a divine diagram. 

That was a person, one that was hard to see clearly. It was formed from hazy light, sitting there and 

releasing immortal scriptures that locked down all of the Heavenly deity magical artifacts. 

“It was a supreme treasure after all!” A sect master said softly, eyes blazing. This type of divine object 

was too rare, so even his heart was tempted. 

However, Heaven Mending Sect’s lord, Demonic Sunflower Garden’s ancient ancestor, Underworld Lord 

and the most ancient great sect masters’ expressions all became grave. They didn’t easily display any 

intentions. They were all endlessly shocked. They were pondering things, appearing a bit uncertain 

about something. 

Hong! 

Ye Qingxian’s body was resplendent, erupting with even more brilliance, making the void’s divine 

projection distort. It was precisely that divine diagram that refined everything. If was as if there really 

was someone seated there who was exerting immortal might. 

The Heavenly deities released muffled groans, staggering backwards. They looked like they had seen a 

ghost. Many of their faces were flushed red, and blood seeped out from their mouths. They couldn’t 

believe what was happening. 

It was because the hazy figure in the void released immortal light that swept through them, inflicting 

heavy injuries upon them. They couldn’t defend themselves. 

“I want an explanation, yet you all are still trying to stop me?” Ye Qingxian looked towards those people. 

Then, she imprisoned that prison head, and then after lightly pointing out, holy light blossomed. 

“No!” The prison head screamed. Even though he was at the True deity level, he couldn’t struggle free at 

all. After being surrounded by that mysterious radiance, he couldn’t move at all. n/.O𝓋𝖾𝐋𝔟In 

A ka cha sounded. The sound of bones cracking sounded in his body, and the symbols in his flesh were 

also immediately wiped out. His entire body immediately became dispirited. 

“You… crippled my cultivation?” The prison head cried out, his face full of horror. 

“I will never take the life of another existence, but I don’t want to let you go either, so this is the best 

way,” Ye Qingxian said coldly. She then tossed him aside. 



“True immortal sister, I like your methods!” Kong Qiuji flattered from the side. 

In the palace, many Celestials were furious. This was their domain, yet this little girl forced back several 

Heavenly deities and crippled a True deity. It was inconceivable. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a sect master took action to suppress Ye Qingxian. 

However, Ye Qingxian was still without fear. Her body shone, and the divine projection in the void 

became a bit clearer. It engraved itself there, swirling with symbol light. 

That was a person, sitting there unmoving. However, it was releasing immortal dao aura that terrified 

one down to their soul. 

That sect master was greatly shaken. That attack was useless, completely neutralized. 

Everyone sucked in a cold breath of air. What was this? 

“All of you should not act rashly.” Heaven Mending Sect Master spoke. 

“Is this the legendary immortal dao mark?” When Underworld Lord’s eyes opened and closed, dark light 

erupted. Underworld mist surrounded his entire body. 

“Rumor has it that the unmatched existence in the ancient times -- immortal,and mysterious fell. It left 

its divine projection, engraving it on its former magical artifacts to be reproduced in the future.” 

Demonic Sunflower Garden’s ancient ancestor said slowly. 

“The so called divine projection is the embodiment of a divine conscience.” Someone added. 

“What?!” Everyone gasped. They were all shocked. This young lady actually had this type of thing on 

her! No wonder she could look down on everyone. She was borrowing the immortal dao mark’s power. 

“You came from the vast uninhabited depths?” Heavenly Country’s vice lord spoke. His body was 

indistinct. He stood up, bringing with him a great bloodiness. 

Ye Qingxian smiled, but she didn’t say anything else. 

“Let me give it a try. Let’s see if that really is the immortal dao divine projection.” Heavenly Country’s 

vice lord held a blood sword in his hands. He suddenly erupted with power. At this moment, the City of 

Heaven trembled, as if an endless hell was unleashed. It was unknown just how many people fell weak 

onto the ground. 

Everyone shivered inwardly, finding it difficult to endure this killing intent. Even a few sect masters felt 

restraining fear. They then rushed backwards in retreat. No one was willing to stay that close to the 

head of an assassin organization. 

He disappeared. There was only mountains of corpses and sea of blood. Endless terrifying killing intent 

surged, and then a heaven seeking bloody radiance erupted. 

Hong! 

A blood sword tore through the air, suddenly hacking forward. 



Symbols erupted. A hazy figure shone in the void, gradually appearing more distinct. A hazy figure sat 

down with its back towards everyone, one that released undying energy. 

Dang! 

The blood sword was blasted apart. Heavenly Country’s vice lord’s body was immediately exposed. He 

staggered backwards and revealed a look of shock. 

“There has always been a legend that there are two immortal dao divine projections. I actually had the 

fortune of seeing one of the engraving diagrams…” he said to himself. He wanted to back away, no 

longer taking action again. 

This strike was stopped by an immortal dao divine projection. It also made Ye Qingxian receive some 

damage. Her body lightly trembled, but soon after, she stabilized herself again. 

After this, everyone became quiet. Even the great sect masters were stunned. 

“The two divine projections are both in the depths of the boundless uninhabited region. People in the 

past had seen them before.” Heaven Mending Sect’s master spoke. 

Chi! 

Ye Qingxian’s palm shone. A simple and unadorned shield appeared, putting that divine projection away. 

An indistinct figure sat on that shield, releasing immortal dao aura. 

Was this that ancient magical artifact? 

Everyone stared at it. They called it a shield, but it was better to call it a grinded piece of a bell. 

"I said I was going to bring him away, and that I wanted an explanation. Is your Celestial Clan going to 

agree to my demands or not?" Ye Qingxian spoke. 

The Celestial Clan became silent. This young lady came from the depths of the uninhabited area. That 

place was too mysterious. She was not good to provoke! 

“Old Celestial, I came. Are you not even going to meet me?” Ye Qingxian spoke. 

A sigh sounded. The Old Celestial appeared and said, “You can bring that person away.” 

However, Ye Qingxian didn’t leave, continuing to stand there. 

“Do you have some other matters? The immortal dao divine projection really deserves its reputation.” 

The Old Celestial said. He harmonized with heaven and earth, as if he embodied the dao. 

“The archaic contract of alliance, do you stil remember it?” Ye Qingxian spoke. 

“I remember.” The Old Celestial nodded. 

Many people were confused. Only the most ancient sect masters gasped. They were all extremely 

shocked as they stared at Ye Qingxian. 

In the past, the six great Celestials entered the boundless uninhabited region, but in the end, only a 

single Old Celestial returned alive. Could it be a contract formed from that time? 



Or was it to say that there was a group of people that participated, establishing this oath of treaty in the 

archaic era? Everyone stared at the center of the stage, all of them wishing to know! 

Chapter 733 - Departure 

Archaic contract of alliance. Just this name alone made others’ hearts tremble. These words carried a 

heavy aura of times past. What kind of contract was this exactly?! 

Everyone felt that there should be some kind of great secret hidden here that, once exposed, would 

most likely shock the world. 

“Six great celestials… known as an undying legend. If In the end, I was the only one that returned alive, 

so how could I forget?” The Old Celestial said to himself with a downcast voice. 

Everyone shivered. The so-called archaic contract of alliance was formed during that period after all. It 

should have something to do with the six great celestials, their former glory… 

“Not long ago, someone has sent you a letter, but there was no reply, so I came here myself to pay you a 

visit,” Ye Qingxian said. Her snow white clothes fluttered about, pure like an immortal. 

“At that time, I had not yet revived and was about to pass away in meditation,” the Old Celestial replied. 

“You should already know my purpose for coming, which is for you to fulfill your obligations to the 

archaic contract of alliance. It’s time for the contribution,” Ye Qingxian said. 

Her voice was extremely pleasant to listen to, but it sounded like thunder in everyone’s ears. What kind 

of oath was this? Even after endless years when the Old Celestials were about to depart from this world, 

it still had to be honored. 

Even the Old Celestial himself was stunned. Then, with an extremely shocked, look, he said, “It appeared 

again. I am about to be wiped out from the list of the living, yet the day when I have to fulfill the oath 

has still come…” 

The deities present were all extremely nervous. Every single one of them wanted to find out exactly 

what was going on, but neither party leaked out any information, not willing to speak too much. 

Only Heaven Mending Sect Lord, Qin Changsheng, Underworld Lord, Demonic Sunflower Garden’s 

ancient ancestor and some others seemed to understand something. They clearly heard about this 

before and knew a few details. 

“Are you not willing to go?” Ye Qingxian asked. 

“I am willing!” Unexpectedly, the Old Celestial’s reply was sonorous and ear-splitting like the striking of 

metal. It was extremely straightforward and resolute. 

“Ancient ancestor, what exactly is going on?” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo carefully asked. He was full of 

confusion inwardly and wanted to understand what was happening. 

“If there is a day when you can make my Celestial Clan into an Emperor Clan of the three thousand 

provinces again, then you’ll have the qualifications to know!” The Old Celestial said. His eyes were 



profound and unfathomable as he looked into the horizon, as if it could penetrate into the archaic to a 

certain place. 

“What?!” Everyone gasped, their backs breaking out into cold sweat. What kind of oath was this? It was 

too terrifying and strange. 

“Immortal stream heads east, long lives end, world’s elites decline. Mortal society in hundred worlds, 

heavenly geniuses wiped out, with the setting sun comes leftover blood. When are we headed?!” The 

Old Celestial said softly, carrying endless endless sorrow with his voice. He had a feeling that he was at 

the end of the road. 

“Old ancestor!” The Celestial Clan’s deities cried out loudly. They all wished to stop him, not willing for 

him to fulfill his obligations to that so called contract of alliance. 

They all felt even more so terrified! 

Ye Qingxian was extremely calm, not saying much. However, when everyone looked at her, their eyes 

were clearly different, feeling that this woman was more and more terrifying and mysterious, coming 

from the uninhabited area to send a message to the Old Celestial. 

At the same time, when they looked at Shi Hao, they also felt shocked. This youth was most likely really 

going to be saved. Everyone had to reconsider if they still wanted to kill him. 

“The archaic contract of alliance is dignified and sacred. Since it has long been set, I believe you will not 

refuse. Alright, this matter is already decided. Let’s talk about him now. He was humiliated by your 

Celestial Clan for no reason, so I need an explanation no matter what.” Ye Qingxian spoke, pointing 

towards Shi Hao. 

“What else is there to say? Just bring him away. Immortal dao divine projection is not truly 

unfathomable. It is not your power, so it is impossible for you to be undefeated.” The Old Celestial said. 

“Things are already at this point. No matter what, your clan has to offer a bit of compensation, no?” Ye 

Qingxiang spoke. Her large eyes swirled with multicolored light and shone brilliantly as she said, “I heard 

your clan has immortal melody. How about you lend it to me for a few years?” 

“Impossible!” The Old Celestial directly refused. 

“If you are talking about compensation, I believe it has already been enough. He has comprehended the 

Flying Immortal stone for many days and already cannot continue further.” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo timely 

spoke up. 

“I’m not the one that comprehended it for many days though…” Ye Qingxian muttered. Then, as if she 

accidentally leaked her intentions, she hurriedly stopped herself. 

Everyone was shocked. She was the one that had her mind set on the Flying Immortal stone? When the 

Celestial Clan looked at her, they all revealed looks of shock. 

“As compensation, you can comprehend it for ten days, and then immediately leave!” The Old Celestial 

decisively spoke. 

When everyone heard this, they were all stupefied. 



“Fine, then it’s decided.” Ye Qingxian nodded. 

“Archaic contract of alliance, we only know a bit about it, but it should have nothing to do with us, right? 

Meanwhile, this child is someone we wish to capture, so he cannot leave like this,” Underworld Lord 

said. 

“Are you sure you want to take action?” Ye Qingxian turned around, covering her body in hazy light. 

“This is the higher realms’ three thousand provinces and not the vast uninhabited region,” Underworld 

Lord said. 

“I feel like in the future, you will also have to fulfill the archaic contract of alliance,” Ye Qingxian said. 

“Impossible. We never agreed to any contract.” Underworld Lord calmly said. 

“The War Emperor has never went to that place either, but when I met him not long ago, he also agreed 

to the archaic contract of alliance,” Ye Qingxian said. 

Everyone within the great palace’s expressions went rigid. Their breathing became hurried. What kind of 

contract was this? It actually made the ancient and powerful War Emperor and Old Celestial act like this. 

“I don’t understand. Why do you need to protect him?” Demonic Sunflower Garden’s lord asked. A black 

sun surrounded him, black flames surged, making him look powerful and intimidating to the extreme. 

"It is because I had previously met someone who told me to lend a hand or two. Also, he can wear that 

tattered armor, so he is worth me taking action for,” Ye Qingxian replied. 

“Let him leave. He was captured by my Celestial Clan.” The Old Celestial spoke, promptly standing up, 

not letting this problem continue any further. 

When the few most powerful sect masters heard this, they all became silent, not opposing him. It was 

because this was the City of Heaven. Forget about the Old Celestial being powerful and troublesome, 

there was still the great chaotic formation the six great celestial laid down. It was extremely terrifying. 

“Immediately prepare a great transport formation, the type that can cross provinces,” Ye Qingxian said, 

deciding to immediately send Shi Hao out. 

“Didn’t you want to study immortal melody?” Heavenly deity Qi Tuo said, his eyes flickering with a 

strange light. The longer they stayed, the more opportunities there would be. 

“He already finished comprehending it, so what is left it’ll be enough if I just comprehend for him.” Ye 

Qingxian giggled as she spoke. 

Everyone became speechless, feeling that her skin was incredibly thick. No wonder the Old Celestial 

agreed later on. It turned out to be satisfying her own wishes. 

City of Heaven’s center. 

A massive transport formation that was ancient and existed since the distant past rested here. 

Shi Hao stood in front of the altar, turning around his body. When he looked at Ye Qingxian, his 

expression was a bit complicated. 



Ye Qingxian smiled. Her snow clothes were brighter than snow, her style unmatched. It was precisely 

her arrival that changed Shi Hao’s fate, saving him. 

Shi Hao opened his mouth to speak words of gratitude. 

“If you want to thank me, just become my battle servant, how about it?” Ye Qingxian took the initiative 

to speak. She was all smiles, and her black crystal-like eyes flickered with brilliant radiance. 

All of Shi Hao’s words of thanks were immediately swallowed back down, and dark lines appeared on his 

forehead. 

“What, you aren’t willing to be my little bro?” Ye Qingxian giggled. 

“You aren’t coming with us? How about I leave together with you?” Kong Qiuji sqeezed onto the altar, 

hooking his shoulder around Shi Hao’s. Then, he looked towards Ye Qingxian and said, “I want to get in 

on this archaic contract of alliance. Can I sign now?” 

“Someone like you? Go cultivate for another million years.” Ye Qingxian waved her snow white sleeves, 

sending him flying out. 

“Thank you, senior!” Shi Hao made a deep bow towards Peacock Divine Lord, expressing his heartfelt 

gratitude. 

Peacock Divine Lord nodded. Kong Qiuji wanted to come over, but he was stopped. 

“Are you not leaving?” Shi Hao asked Ye Qingxian, feeling worried for her. After all, those sect lords 

were not of the kind sort. If they truly wished to make things difficult, then anything could happen. 

“I want to comprehend immortal melody and hide from a terrifying existence inside of here,” Ye 

Qingxian said. 

“You have the chaotic supreme treasure, so what kind of enemies do you need to hide from?” Shi Hao 

was shocked. Back then, when he had the little pagoda with him, he could travel unhindered through 

the world, going wherever he pleased. 

“Immortal dao divine projection really isn’t my own power.” Ye Qingxian pointed towards the outside 

world and said, “There is a fella there that has been chasing after me this entire time, wishing to use my 

ancient shield to repair his rotten bell.” n/.O𝓋𝖾𝐋𝔟In 

Shi Hao was shocked. He thought of the immortal bell that had previously appeared in the lower realm. 

It had appeared in the City of Heaven not long ago. 

“Your ancient shield, is it related to that bell?” He asked. 

“Mine is the bell’s soul, while his is the bell’s corpse.” Ye Qingxian felt that it was beneath her dignity 

and began to spout nonsense again, saying how she was going to beat the shit out of that person. 

“You won’t be in danger, right?” Shi Hao asked. 

"It's really not that bad. With the Old Celestial here, as well as the War Emperor outside, it's enough. 

Actually, I just don't really want to have to run and lose face. Otherwise, who can do anything to me?” 

Ye Qingxian said. 



“Is it really impossible for you to not shoot your mouth?” Shi Hao couldn’t handle her. 

“What do you mean? Am I someone that loves to shoot my mouth?” She directly flung Shi Hao onto the 

altar, and with a wave of her sleeve, had him go on his way. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao felt as if he had obtained an extra divine symbol in his bosom. It was incredibly 

mysterious and had a strange aura like that of primal chaos. 

Meanwhile, he heard Ye Qingxian’s voice as well, “After being transported out, immediately use this 

‘realm shattering symbol’, or else it will be dangerous.” 

Shi Hao shivered inwardly. He nodded his head. 

At this time, the great formation shone, quickly forming a resplendent passageway, unknown where it 

leads to. 

“Dozens of provinces out, Purple Profound Province.” The Old Celestial secretly informed Ye Qingxian. 

“Okay!” She nodded, expressing her agreement. 

Shi Hao entered the passageway. When he looked back, he saw that many people’s expressions carried 

killing intent, regret, as well as those that were deeply concerned, for example, Kong Qiuji. 

“Next time you encounter trouble, just say my name.” Ye Qingxian spoke, leaving a group of people 

speechless. Only the Old Celestial helplessly frowned. 

Yun Xi appeared. She opened her mouth. While standing in the distance, she said softly, “You have to 

take care of yourself!” 

Shi Hao swept his eyes over everyone. In the end, he looked at the most powerful existences of the 

Celestial Clan. Then, he didn’t turn around again as he headed into the distance. 

At this moment, the great Heavenly deities’ bodies went cold, and even the Old Celestial frowned, 

feeling a bit of regret. By letting this youth go, will there be a disaster in the future? 

The void passageway was closed. The light mists disappeared. 

Shi Hao listened to Ye Qingxian’s suggestion, so he immediately used the realm shattering symbol, 

activating it. 

Dense mists of radiance pervaded the air. This divine symbol released resplendent light, and then it 

fiercely tore through the passageway, changing the direction. 

Meanwhile, Shi Hao was shaken up inwardly. He saw a large black hand appear behind him, Demonic 

Sunflower Garden’s lord. 

Apart from this, a blood colored radiance erupted. Heavenly Country’s vice lord suddenly appeared in 

the passageway to capture him. 

Hong! 



Another large snow white hand appeared that carried heavenly underworld mist. It was precisely 

Underworld Lord. However, he was stopped by Peacock Divine Lord, causing him to be a few steps 

slower. 

As expected, the most powerful sect masters secretly took action, using their spiritual bodies to blast 

apart the void and enter that passageway to capture Shi Hao. 

It was to the extent where Shi Hao even saw Heavenly deity Qi Tuo and a few others, as well as this 

clan’s dao protector. 

However, there was no need for him to think too much. The realm shattering symbol tore through 

space, distorting the passageway, bringing him away from this place quickly. 

This time, it continuously changed the direction and coordinates. In an instant, he disappeared, freeing 

himself from everyone. 

In the rear, a group of people had gloomy expressions. The realm shattering symbol was extremely 

complex, enough to break through a great thousand worlds, impossible to stop. There was no way to 

seize its coordinates either. 

Shi Hao, thus, departed. 

Chapter 734 - Flame Province 

The realm shattering symbol was the size of a palm. It pierced through the void with extreme speed. In 

that instant, it was unknown just how far Shi Hao traveled. 

In the end, the symbol was wiped out. It released a blast of fiery light, ignited the void and formed a 

gate, sending him out. 

Shi Hao sighed. This type of rare secret treasure really was unordinary, so precise. The instant it used up 

all of its divine might, it connected to the outside world and formed a safe passageway. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao fell onto the ground. Earth and stones flew outwards. The tremendous impact force smashed 

apart a huge ditch. He stood up and observed the surrounding wilderness. 

Weeds grew up to his waist. It was incredibly desolate. 

This was a great savanna that stretched as far as the eye could see. Shi Hao had no idea where he was or 

how far he was from Heaven Province. 

Wind blew over. All of the great grass was swaying, releasing sha sha sounds. There was also an earthen 

aura and a grassy smell. 

Shi Hao rose into the air. Blood flowed out from him. He couldn’t help but frown. He had his flesh 

pierced through with a magical sword by a true deity, causing him to be seriously injured. Even though 

he ate the Peacock Clan’s precious medicine, he still hadn’t recovered completely. 

“Celestial Clan!” He said softly, his eyes cold. 



This time, he actually encountered this type of disaster. After sending out Yun Xi for several hundreds of 

thousands of li, showing the Celestial Clan such kindness, he was treated like this, imprisoned and 

tormented. 

He began to think to himself. For an unmatched inheritance, there were some great clans that, forget 

about conscience, even if it was more hypocritical or ruthless things, they would be able to do it as if it 

was nothing special. 

He carefully thought to himself. From today forth, no matter what, he couldn’t land himself in this type 

of dangerous situation again. 

Strength was the foundation. He sighed softly. 

“When I become an emperor, I will definitely pay them a visit again. Even Emperor Clans and Emperor 

Races will fall.” Shi Hao said to himself. Before leaving the Celestial Clan, he didn’t make the vow, nor did 

he say anything. He simply gave them a deep look. 

It was because no matter how much one said, it wasn’t worth as much as a single instance of action. 

“Demonic Sunflower Garden, Underworld Earth, Heavenly Country… I will visit you all one after another 

and play a song of blood and flames.” 

This wasn’t his oath, but rather something he was just going to do in the future. Shi Hao looked into the 

distance and said softly. When he left, those sect masters still wanted to capture him. Those cold and 

ruthless figures still appeared before his eyes. 

There were mountain ridges at the end of the horizon as well. This indicated that this wasn’t purely a 

savanna. 

Shi Hao stood in midair. He surveyed the scene, coughing out a bit of blood. He really was injured badly 

by the Celestial Clan. There were more than ten bloody holes on his body. 

The crisis this time made him feel feel extremely humiliated. 

“I need to rise up and increase my strength. Even if I am only one person, I still have to become an 

Emperor Clan!” He descended onto the ground and then walked along the prairie. 

Grass grew abundantly, and the terrain was vast. 

He displayed the Earth to inches great divine ability and headed forward. He wanted to find signs of 

human habitation and understand where he was currently, what type of place he arrived in. 

Along the way, Shi Hao coughed out blood again. He couldn’t help but frown. He felt that he had to find 

a place to treat his injuries. This was the first time he suffered such injuries without even participating in 

a battle. n((𝓞..𝑣--𝑬.-𝓵-(𝒷--I)-n 

Suddenly, he stopped. He heard a thunderous sound that was especially oppressive. 

Then, the great earth rumbled and trembled greatly. There was even the roaring sound of a waterfall. 

Soon after, he noticed that a black flood was rushing over, moreover with extreme speed, shaking up 

this entire prairie. 



“Not good, it’s armored mounts!” Shi Hao was shocked. That was a group of armored cavalry. They all 

wore black armor, rushing through the great savanna. They were really fast. From the distance, they 

looked just like a flood engulfing the great earth. 

Even when separated by such great distance, endless killing intent already pervaded the air. It was as if 

winter descended. 

Shi Hao’s eyes shot out electrical arcs. He carefully gazed outwards, and then couldn’t help but reveal a 

look of shock. These mounts were all unordinary, all of them a vicious beast -- Giant Wolves. 

Every single wolf was pitch-black like ink and as enormous as giant elephants. They were covered in 

deep, cold scales that flickered with dark light. When they ran, they were even faster than wind. 

This type of giant creature, coupled with them being in a pack of several thousands, when moving 

together, was simply like a black flood. 

All of the riders held sky halberds, war spears, and other weapons. They pointed them forward, their 

bodies releasing great killing intent. 

Meanwhile, noise could similarly be heard from behind Shi Hao. The noises of the iron hooves were ear-

splitting. They trampled the half person tall wild grass apart. 

He turned around and saw a scarlet flood. Their vicious aura was even more severe, similarly a group of 

armored mounts. However, the mounts were different, a group of vicious lions that were all blood 

colored. 

This group of lions’ manes were scarlet red, two to three meters in height as they danced about in the 

wind. It was as if scarlet flames were raging. 

This was a group of vicious beasts. They were incredibly vicious. Every single one of them were the size 

of a small mountain. When several thousand of them ran together, the savanna that was trampled on 

shook violently. There were also crazy lion roars. 

On the vicious lions’ bodies sat scarlet armored soldiers. They carried terrifying blood-colored weapons 

that erupted with war energy. They slaughtered over. 

By now, the peace had long been disturbed. The blood-colored lions and black giant wolves rushed 

together. A decisive battle unfolded. 

Shi Hao was surprised. He encountered a great battle as soon as he entered this great prairie. It really 

was unexpected. Fortunately, he confirmed that they didn’t come in his direction. 

He turned into a void figure and pierced through the grassland, avoiding the armored mounts on both 

sides, carefully watching everything from the distance. 

“Kill!” 

Roar... 

Shouts of war shook the skies. Lion roars and wolf cries sounded, shaking the entire great savanna. Both 

sides clashed, and blood immediately surged. 



This battle was incredibly intense. The giant lion claws moved about with enough strength to split 

mountains apart, tearing the great earth asunder. Meanwhile, the black wolves’ scales were dark, 

similarly incomparably vicious. 

Pu! 

A vicious lion tore apart an enormous wolf. Blood soared more than ten meters into the air. 

“Ao…” The wolf’s howl was ear-splitting. An enormous black wolf opened its mouth, spitting out a light 

blade, tearing through the divine light protecting the lion and also hacking it in half. 

“Black Wolf Bandits, hand over your lives!” The thousands of cultivators on top of the blood lions 

shouted. At the same time, they brandished their weapons. Symbols erupted as they hacked forward. 

“Blood Lion Plunderers, the ones that should die are you all!” The black wolf cavalry were also roaring. 

They raised their long spears and other weapons to fire out dark light, piercing towards their opponents. 

Pu! 

This battle was incredibly bitter. From time to time, people would drop off of enormous beasts, having 

their heads removed, or their chests pierced through. Blood dyed the great prairie red. 

There were many people who rose into the air, battling in the heavens above. They produced their 

precious artifacts and displayed divine abilities, fighting intensely. 

Meanwhile, many of the blood lions and black Giant Wolves rose high up into the sky as well, carrying 

their masters to battle. Both sides fought an extremely bloody and barbaric battle. They were all 

extremely vicious. 

Shi Hao was shocked. These were clearly bandits, not any good people, but both sides actually had 

Divine Flame Realm experts, and there were even a pair of True deities fighting. 

“How formidable. What kind of place is this?” He was a bit confused. The two bandit parties were so 

vicious and powerful. He really didn’t know where he ended up. 

Soon after, six or seven hundred corpses appeared from both sides. There were those of enormous 

beasts, as well as of cultivators. Blood dyed the prairie red. 

“The Chaotic flame is just something of ancient legend. You all heard a rumor, yet you all immediately 

decided that we discovered it? Attacking our Blood Lion Group, you all will suffer our retaliation!” 

“Heng, the legend of the Chaotic flame has always existed in this place. It is clearly my Black Wolf Clan’s 

experts that unexpectedly discovered some clues, but then had it stolen away by your clan. Our 

members were slaughtered, so we naturally demand an explanation!” 

Both sides fought each other viciously. The great battle was incredibly intense. All types of precious 

artifacts filled the air, covering the sky densely. There were figures everywhere, as well as enormous 

lions, black wolves, and others. They could all fly and spit out precious techniques. 

Kacha! 



From time to time, weapons would snap and blood would splash outwards. There were even a few 

powerful corpses that fell, smashing into the prairie. 

Shi Hao’s heart was shaken. He could clearly hear everything from the distance. There was unexpectedly 

a chaotic flame! 

This was something out of a legend. Could it be that there really was some in this world? 

Any creature that wished to enter the Divine Flame Realm had to ‘ignite a divine flame’. This realm’s 

name clearly indicated everything. 

Some people borrowed the Divine Flame pill, while others relied on their body’s strength. There were 

others that seeked the world’s most mysterious flames to cleanse their bodies, refine their bodies and 

souls to become more tyrannical. The effects would become even greater. 

For example, Impure Divine flame, Five-colored Heavenly flame, and others were all wondrous things 

ranked at the very forefront. 

While Netherworld flame, Paradise flame, were things even more shocking. As long as one could obtain 

them, they could advance to the most perfect state, establishing a powerful dao foundation and rush 

into the heavens in one swoop. Their fighting strength would completely surpass that of others in the 

same realm. Unfortunately, few have found them since the ancient past. 

As for Chaotic flame, it had always only been a legend. Of course, there were those that confirmed that 

an ancient individual did obtain it before, but were all burned to death as a result, unable to use it as 

their foundation. 

Different flames would make the cultivators that ignited their divine flames through them entirely 

different. As a result, any experts that wished to enter the Divine Flame Realm had to be extremely 

careful and not rashly break through. 

It was because this was related to a person’s future accomplishments. Its effects were profound. Two 

individuals both at the Divine Flame Realm with different flames could be as different as the sky and 

earth with huge disparities in strength. 

What kind of place was this? How could there be signs of a Chaotic flame? Shi Hao was extremely 

shocked, but at the same time, his heart began to pound with peng peng sounds. He was at the supreme 

expert realm right now, so the next step was to think about lighting a divine flame. 

The Chaotic flame was just too tempting! Even though it had only existed since the ancient past and 

might not even be real because, after all, even though there were people that were suspected to have 

obtained the Chaotic flame, they all burned themselves to death. There had never been anyone that 

successfully made it their divine dao foundation, yet it still made everyone’s heart moved after hearing 

about it. 

The distant great battle ended. The two True deities both suffered with neither side winning. The two 

bandit groups respectively backed off, leaving behind an expanse of corpses. 



Enormous bloody lions, and black giant wolves were piled up like a small mountain. They laid on the 

ground with blood everywhere. There were experts from both sides as well. More than two thousand 

mounts stayed behind here, losing their lives. 

Shi Hao walked over and carefully looked around. As expected, he found a few heavily injured soldiers 

that had not stopped breathing yet. He used a secret method to preserve a person’s life, and then he 

asked him what he wanted to know. 

In the end, these bandits were extremely vicious, not willing to cooperate at all. They even wanted to 

detonate themselves to injure him. 

Shi Hao had no choice but to use his divine abilities, disturbing their minds and making them like 

puppets. He then asked what he needed. 

“What is this place?” 

“Fire Province.” 

Even though it was called Fire Province, there were no flames in sight, only endless grassland. This left 

Shi Hao shocked. However, soon after, he understood why this province had fire as its name. 

“How far is it from Heaven Province?” 

“I do not know. Never heard of Heaven Province.” 

Through this response, Shi Hao was now sure that he traveled several tens to over a hundred provinces. 

Otherwise, there was no way a supreme expert wouldn’t know about this. 

“What provinces does this place border?” He then asked. 

“Adjacent to Goddess Province, Kun Province.” 

Shi Hao revealed a look of shock. Goddess Province’s Goddess Academy was extremely well known. The 

Feng Wu he fought against on the Copper Sparrow Altar was there. 

Then, he asked the most important question. “Did you obtain clues on the Chaotic flame’s 

whereabouts?” 

After asking this, he understood a few details! 

In the end, Shi Hao then asked many other questions, allowing him to understand a bit about this place. 

Fire Province was extremely chaotic with bandits everywhere. The distribution of powers was tangled 

and complicated. 

In this place, many rare divine materials were produced. The savanna was full of divine ore, and great 

powers were stationed everywhere, all for the sake of obtaining the most precious heavenly materials 

and earthly treasures. 

It was to the extent where there was immortal gold buried within a legendary mysterious ancient mine. 

This was heaven for adventurers, the nest of bandits, as well as the training ground for great academies, 

a battlefield for the young talents of top clans. It was extremely bustling with activity. 



Chapter 735 - Exotic Land 

“A chaotic land where clans tussle, it’s quite suitable for me.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

Suddenly, strand after strand of blue flames seeped out from the ground, flickering with a deep light. It 

was burning hot and strange, completely burning the corpses clean. 

Shi Hao’s pupils contracted. He finally understood where the Fire Province got his name. 

Even normally, there would be strange flames emerging from the ground from time to time. It normally 

had to do with creatures dying and divine materials appearing. They possessed a mysterious aura. 

Of course this wasn’t all there was to it either. There were all types of strange situations that happened, 

even able to cause the spontaneous combustion of living deities. 

“It really is strange.” Shi Hao tried to make contact with it. He could see the flames move past both sides 

of his body, burning through all the corpse. It then receded on its own, disappearing underground. 

He originally still wanted to find a place to cultivate in isolation, and wait until his injuries were 

completely treated, but now, he felt that the situation wasn’t that stable. He had to find a place with 

human habitation, because the indigenous folk should be more clear on the safer areas of this region. 

From the information he received from the dying bandit, Shi Hao headed east towards a famous city on 

the grassland. 

Along the way, he saw a few barren areas. They were enormous abandoned ores that had previously 

contained divine materials. Now, however, they had long been completely excavated by great sects. 

“Hey, little brother, are you trying to make a fortune alone too?” An elder appeared on the grassland 

mountains, his cultivation should be quite profound. 

Fire Province was rich with divine metals and other items, so there were many scattered cultivators who 

came in search of them. They were all ‘gold panners’. 

Shi Hao, for the sake of safety, had long adjusted his cultivation down to the Formation Arrangement 

Realm. He didn’t want to attract attention. He maintained a smile and discreetly asked how far away 

Fufeng City was. 

The elder was quite good-natured, enthusiastically pointed and said, “The bandits here have suffered a 

disaster, and there are great sects seizing ore here. It is extremely chaotic and dangerous, so you have to 

be careful.” 

“Thank you sir. You don’t have to come with me, I’ll be fine on my own,” Shi Hao said. 

The elder was quite enthusiastic, and with a gentle smile, said, “Don’t worry. I don’t have anything to do 

right now, so now is a good time for a stroll.” 

Soon after, a mountain ridge began to stretch over the grassland. There were creatures there, and one 

of them quickly swooped over to cut off these two individuals. 

“Old Mo, today’s efficiency isn’t good. Only two slaves have been sent over, so we are desperately in 

need of more manpower in the great divine caves, the more the better.” That person spoke. 



Shi Hao was stunned. He looked towards the elder. This was a human trafficker? His expression became 

cold. All of his good intentions instantly disappeared. 

“Little friend, it is extremely dangerous for you to travel alone through the grassland, and there are 

wolves waiting for you around every corner and bandits after your life. Don’t go trying to make it big. 

I’ve found quite a good job for you.” The elder said with smiled. 

While speaking, he already accepted a thumb sized piece of divine material as compensation. Then, with 

a wave of his hand, he decided to leave. 

“You old thing!” Shi Hao turned around and rushed towards him. 

“Come back!” From the rear, that person shouted. With a pa sound, a whip lashed over that carried fiery 

light. It was actually a divine magical artifact. It turned into a flood dragon as it wrapped towards Shi 

Hao. 

His strength wasn’t that profound, also at the supreme expert realm, but the weapon he used was 

extremely formidable. This was clearly precisely for suppressing the slaves that were sent in normally. 

Shi Hao used the Earth to inches withdrawal technique, disappearing from his original place. He 

appeared behind that person, and with a peng sound, he grabbed his neck. Ka cha. His neck was 

snapped, and he seized the divine flame whip. 

Then, with a pa sound, his hand lashed over, releasing a streak of divine flames to attack that elder. 

“Yi, you have some skill. Today, I made an error in judgment. It’s unexpectedly an excellent supreme 

expert.” The old slave trafficker was astonished. Flames surged around him as he rushed at Shi Hao. 

Meanwhile, he shouted towards the mountain ridge, “Black Falcon, are you still not coming? There’s a 

bit of a problem. I’m going to send you quite a good slave today.” 

A human figure swooped down, one with black wings and a human body. He slaughtered towards Shi 

Hao. This was a Black Falcon elite. 

Shi Hao reached out with his divine will, discovering that these two were the only powerful individuals 

here. The others were nothing to worry about. 

He quickly took action. His body shone, and a strange mysterious force appeared. When the two 

powerful experts attacked him, all of their magical force were neutralized. He was completely immune. 

Pu! 

Black Falcon was shocked. He discovered with shock that his own chest was pierced through. This 

youth’s flesh was even more terrifying than his own, killing him. 

“You… how do you have magical immunity?” The old human trafficker’s expression changed. He quickly 

retreated to escape. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao’s foot swept out, like a dragon snake whipping out its tail, sending him into the air. His body split 

apart, and blood flew everywhere. 



In fifteen minutes, Shi Hao departed from this place. He collected a bit of blue spirit gold, quite the 

excellent divine material. With a blast of flames, he burned this place to the ground. 

An hour later, he could see an enormous city in the distance. Shi Hao closed in on Fufeng City, arriving at 

a place where there was human habitation. 

The city was extremely tall. There were formations engraved, and the buildings had many engravings on 

them. They looked like they were cast from black metal, extremely tall and vast. 

“You swindler, stand still! What kind of precious technique is this? It’s not useful at all!” 

As soon as he entered through the gates, Shi Hao saw two cultivators running, one chasing after the 

other. They continuously fought, and both of their bodies were dripping with blood. 

He frowned. How could it be so chaotic here? 

As soon as Shi Hao walked out not too far away, he saw more cultivators fighting it out in the streets. 

They fought intensely with precious artifacts. Soon after, someone was beheaded. Blood rushed high 

into the air, and a headless corpse fell downwards. 

This left him shocked. Fufeng City really was too disorderly. He had just entered the city, yet these two 

things already happened. No one even seemed to care. 

In addition, when he looked at everyone, he found that they were all extremely calm, at most 

commenting a sentence or two. There was no panic or disorder present. 

It was obvious that these things happened often. They weren’t really major events. 

“Brother, do you need spiritual medicines? I have one here that is extremely special and never seen 

before.” Someone approached Shi Hao and said quietly. 

Shi Hao turned around. This was a well-behaved man with his sleeves curled up and his feet still sticky 

with mud. It seemed like he had just returned from picking medicine. He had a nervous look on his face. 

“Why not just go to the Pill Medicine Pavilion? I doubt selling it to me will make you better off?” Shi Hao 

said. 

When he heard these words, the male’s eyes immediately became red. “This city is filled with bandits, 

thieves, and other vile people. Last time, I gave them a stalk of wondrous medicine, but they insisted 

that it was ordinary medicinal grass and only gave me a bit of reward. It really is bullying others too far.” 

Shi Hao was shocked. He couldn’t help but feel some sympathy. 

“Come with me. I’ll show you. This time, I entered some historical remains and dug up this precious 

medicine. It is quite mysterious. I can’t even recognize it.” He pulled Shi Hao to a corner, pulled out a 

beast skin pouch, undid a corner, and produced a precious medicine. 

In that instant, medicinal fragrance wafted through the air. In addition, there was lunar essence 

scattering down, silver white and holy. 

Shi Hao’s eyes widened. He sniffed the fragrance, looked at that medicinal herb, and then his heart was 

immediately moved. Wasn’t this the legendary snow moon holy medicine? 



The fist sized flower was spotlessly white and sparkling. It took in and sent out multicolored mists. It was 

like a snow white moon suspended in the sky. When one inhaled its fragrance, they would feel relaxed. 

The medicinal fragrance was rich to a shocking degree. 

“Yi, there is wondrous medicine? Where?” Not far out, someone smelled it and released a look of shock. 

Their eyes moved this way. 

Rother, how about it? Is this medicine passable?” The man asked, revealing a hopeful expression. He 

had a simple and clumsy expression. 

Shi Hao was quite shocked. He actually discovered holy medicine on the street! This was just a heaven 

defying opportunity. One has to understand that it was hard to pick even in Origin Sky Secret Realm. 

“Do you want it? If you don’t, I’m leaving.” The male hurriedly closed the beast skin pouch out of fear of 

an accident happening.” 

“I do, only, I want to know why you are selling it to me?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Fufeng City is too chaotic, and there are too many evil people. Meanwhile, I saw that you had just 

entered with a good-natured face unlike those vicious lunatics.” The man sighed softly, his face 

appearing dejected. 

“Let me see it again.” Shi Hao said. This time, he used the dual-pupil to carefully inspect the holy 

medicine. He was immediately shocked. He sneered inwardly. 

There was one point where the male was correct. Fufeng City was full of dragons and snakes. It was too 

chaotic, including the person in front of him. This medicine could actually pass off as the real thing, and 

even medicinal masters would be fooled. 

“Yi, there really is precious medicine over here. We want.” A few people walked over. 

“Little brother, do you still want it? If not, I’m going to sell it to them.” The well-behaved male revealed 

a troubled look. 

“En, sell it to them then.” Shi Hao turned around and left. n𝑜𝗏𝓮(𝐥𝓑/In 

He felt that he really couldn’t believe anyone in this chaotic place. No wonder he encountered a human 

trafficker along the way. It was because the atmosphere of this place was just too awful. 

“You…” The man was at a loss for words. The expressions of the others also suddenly changed. 

“There is a holy medicine, do you guys want it? I won’t buy it.” Shi Hao revealed a simple and honest 

smile. He called towards those in the surroundings and then quickly left. 

“Isn’t this Golden Medicine Hall’s people? They came out to dupe others again.” Someone muttered. 

“Ah! Thieves!” Suddenly someone cried out loudly, frantically chasing after the person in front of them. 

The streets were in a state of great chaos. 

Shi Hao hid himself, and without batting an eyelid, he slapped at a middle-aged man’s hands. The other 

party could actually steal through precious techniques, fumbling through his body to seize things. 



“Damn it, my spiritual medicine pouch is gone!” 

“Oh no! Where did my flood dragon bone armguard go?” 

There were people cursing unendingly. They clearly fell into others’ trap. 

Shi Hao was speechless. The one that tried to steal from the others was definitely a Divine Flame Realm 

expert, actually able to do something like this. It was just too unusual and extreme! 

It could perhaps be said that the entire city was strange. The culture was really terrible. 

After entering Fufeng City, Shi Hao only encountered chaos the entire time. This place lacked order. 

There weren’t any restrictions. It was extremely chaotic, lacking order. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the sound of wind and lightning tore through the air. Hooves stamped onto the ground, 

rumbling through everyone’s minds like war drums and making their blood surge. Even their hearts felt 

like they were going to split apart. 

Everyone became stupefied, because there was actually two Scarlet Dragons that swooped down. There 

was a type of world ruling might to their appearance. They roared towards the sky, shaking heaven and 

earth. 

They descended, appearing on the street. In that instant, their dragon bodies shrunk and they turned 

into two pure-colored great horses, scarlet red like blood diamonds. They were clearly divine mounts! 

Many people sucked in cold breaths of air. Cries of alarm sounded. 

“Those are Divine Cliff Academy’s Scarlet Dragon Horses!” 

“Divine Cliff Academy only has four or five Scarlet Dragon Horses in total, right? Why did two of them 

immediately appear?” 

This type of divine mount had Scarlet Dragon blood within them. They were descendants of the True 

Dragon, one of the world’s greatest mounts, a creature unique to Divine Cliff Academy. 

Divine Cliff Academy was situated in Fire Province. This was one of the world’s greatest dao 

inheritances. There were hundreds of thousands of ancient cliffs there, and they were rumored to be 

ancient True immortals’ dao caves. 

Now, in this world, this was the home of a powerful academy. 

There should be a blood dragon pond inside that would produce a few Scarlet Dragon Horses every 

generation. Once this mount was raised up, it would make the eyes of every cultivator under heaven 

red. 

It could soar towards the sun and moon, trample the stars. Its original power was great as well. Once it 

grew up, it wouldn’t be weaker than its owner. It was an extremely powerful type of creature. 



Above the two dragon horses respectively sat a male and female. The male was tall and heroic, dressed 

in scarlet gold armor like a divine king. His heroic aura was imposing. Symbols and divine light 

accompanied him. 

“What a handsome and heroic male!” Many people cried out in alarm. Everyone felt as if a monarch had 

descended into the secular world. He was just too outstanding. When others his age stood beside him, 

they felt like chickens looking at a phoenix. 

Meanwhile, on the other Scarlet Dragon Horse, the female had an impressive figure. Her purple hair 

danced about, eyes like those of a phoenix, and similarly wore scarlet golden armor that shone 

brilliantly. She was valiant and formidable-looking, a rarely seen beauty. 

This was not the typical weak-looking beauty. She had an aura of valiance, as if she was a war goddess. 

Her body shone. Her hair scattered down, her eyes deep and dreamy. 

These two individuals were like giants among men. They were exceptionally outstanding and had 

extraordinary temperaments. 

“These are Divine Cliff Academy’s great heavenly geniuses. They actually arrived!” Someone recognized 

their identity. 

Shi Hao also looked out. These two were too unordinary. They had primordial true blood within their 

bodies. They definitely surpassed the exceptional talents of the world. These two were extremely 

powerful. 

This was not what left him shocked. What truly drew his attention was that he saw a familiar female 

here. She unexpectedly appeared here, and she went up to welcome the two people. 

Of course, this was only after he used the dual-pupils. That female concealed her true body’s perfect 

appearance, a cold fairy untouched by the flames of mortals. 

Chapter 736 - Hundred Rivers Converge At the Sea For Battle 

Yue Chan! 

It was actually her! She also appeared here. 

Shi Hao revealed a look of shock. He watched from the distance. Did Heaven Mending Sect’s people 

come? What kind of movements will there be in the future? Why did she come here to welcome Divine 

Cliff Academy’s people? 

Yue Chan, who had world collapsing beauty, did not reveal her true appearance right now. Only geniuses 

with heavenly eyes and dual pupils could see her exceptional beauty, but those people were truly rare in 

this world. 

It was clear that she had a divine ability similar to the Seventy-two transformations. 

She put away her beautiful appearance. She wore a faint golden dress that made her look clean and 

elegant. Even though it was definitely not comparable to her former fairy-like beauty, she still possessed 

an outstanding temperament. 



“Elder brother Zixiao, elder sister Xiaodi, forgive my tardiness at welcoming you.” Yue Chan revealed a 

faint smile. Right now, she was delicate and pretty. Even though there wasn’t a moon hiding, flower 

shaming beauty, she still possessed a unique brilliance and beauty. 

When everyone heard this, they became sure of it. As expected, it was Divine Cliff Academy’s 

exceptional genius pair that arrived. 

The male on the Scarlet Dragon Horse was named Mu Zixiao. He was tall and heroic. Divine patterns 

protected his body and divine light filled this place. The scarlet golden armor was also brilliant, flickering 

with scarlet multicolored light. There was an imposing air to his figure. 

Meanwhile, that female was named Zuo Xiaodi. She was not of the human race. Her purple pupils were 

sparkling, flowing with a dreamy radiance. This war goddess female was supposedly the princess of 

some ancient country, and today, she came to cultivate in Divine Cliff Academy. 

“It should be sister Qing Yi?” Zuo Xiaodi smiled and said. Her tall and slender figure leapt off the Scarlet 

Dragon Horse, and when she landed, one could see that her height was similar to normal men. Her eyes 

carried a valiant look. 

“Junior sister Qing Yi, we’ve met previously.” Mu Zixiao also jumped off the dragon horse. He had a 

warm smile on his face, yet there was still the dignity of a king being emitted from his presence. 

In the distance, Shi Hao was shocked. Yue Chan used an alias, so wasn’t this the same as him? In that 

instant, his mind jumped. Could this be… Yue Chan’s second body?! 

“This is another genius from Goddess Academy. Rumors has it that she joined the academy a year ago. 

She is a heaven warping talent, extremely intimate with Feng Wu.” 

Someone said this, speaking about Qing Yi’s background. 

“Of course I know she came from Goddess Academy. You can tell just from the insignia on her sleeve. 

Only, I never thought that she was Qing Yi. What is she trying to do?” 

Many people were shocked. Qing Yi was a heavenly genius that rose up recently from Goddess 

Academy. Her name shook Fire Province, Goddess Province, Kun Province, and she was the most 

stunning young lady of the academy in recent years. 

Thus, Shi Hao was sure that she was Yue Chan’s second body. She had previously joined with him in a 

wedding ceremony and entered the bridal room. 

They unexpectedly met again. Shi Hao revealed a strange expression, and great waves stirred within his 

heart. Yue Chan’s second body didn’t go to Heaven Mending Sect, instead choosing a different path. 

She clearly feared being killed by the main body, because she did, after all, get married to Shi Hao under 

the moon. The scene was charming and gentle, truly an equivocal experience. Shi Hao had previously 

seen her spotlessly white jade body, one that possessed unmatched grace. 

The main body knew about these, and she even more so knew that they had engaged in intimate 

skinship. 

If the second body risked returning to Heaven Mending Sect, then there would likely be great danger. 



Meanwhile, Shi Hao also understood why the main body didn’t disclose his identity in Origin Sky Secret 

Realm, because she feared that he would speak randomly as well. If he really exposed her relationship 

with the second body, then that would tarnish Heaven Mending fairy’s holiness and perfect bearing. 

“When the time comes, I might just bring Yue Chan’s second body to pay her main body a visit.” Shi Hao 

secretly snickered. If they met like that, what kind of expression would the main body reveal? 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but laugh at these ill interests of his. Of course, he was just thinking right now. He 

couldn’t even meet the second body right now, or else something unexpected might happen. 

Qing Yi, Mu Zixiao, and Zuo Xiaodi left for the distance, entering a manor in the city, clearly having things 

to talk about. Meanwhile, there were several powerful auras around them that went back into hiding. 

“I know what they are going to discuss.” Someone said. 

“Oh, tell us, tell us.” Many people were interested. They wanted to know why two great academies’ 

outstanding talents were walking together. 

“It is definitely for the sake of the Great Scarlet Sky flame.” 

“What?” 

Many people were shocked. That was a flame ranked at the very forefront. Once one ignited it and 

transcended the supreme expert realm, they would be able to display the most perfect transformation. 

Their foundations would be stable, and their fighting prowess would be world shocking. 

Even if they were all at the Divine Flame Realm, the Great Scarlet Sky flame cultivator would sweep 

through all those before it. This individual would rarely encounter worthy opponents. 

Great Scarlet Sky flame, its name reflected everything. In the ancient legend, the three words ‘Great 

Scarlet Sky’ were as heavy as divine mountains, unshakeable. The flame that had this name naturally 

transcended the mundane world. 

Since the ancient times, not many people obtained it. It was one of the world’s most powerful precious 

flames. 

It was like Heaven flame, something that could be discovered but not sought! 

Rumors had it that Goddess Academy had clues to the whereabouts of the Great Scarlet Sky flame. As a 

result, Divine Cliff’s people were moved, sending out two of their exceptional heavenly geniuses to 

negotiate with them. They wished to obtain that type of flame as well. 

In reality, there were a few rare and valuable divine flames, but that didn’t mean that every type was 

suitable for cultivators. Meanwhile, for the Divine Cliff inheritance, what they needed the most was 

precisely the Great Scarlet Sky flame. 

It was because there was a scarlet dragon pond in the ancient cliffs that had True Dragon scarlet blood. 

There were endless profound mysteries stored here. The academy’s most outstanding people had the 

qualifications to soak within it, using it as a baptism, as as such, were granted a few transformations and 

abilities of the Scarlet Dragon. 



If they had the Great Scarlet Sky flame as well to accompany this, then that person would be like a tiger 

that grew wings, like a dragon in the ocean. His fighting prowess would soar and undergo the most 

shocking evolution. 

That was why this time, Divine Cliff Academy became nervous. They urgently rushed to Fufeng City to 

discuss with Goddess Academy. They were willing to pay an extraordinary price to obtain clues regarding 

the precious flame. 

Fufeng City was located where Fire Province, Goddess Province, and Kun province intersected, and as a 

result, it bordered several great academies. The great inheritances all had their own official residences 

here with many experts being stationed here. 

“Heavens, the Great Scarlet Sky flame is actually going to appear? Is a pair of unmatched heavenly 

talents really going to be created?” After being informed of the inner details, there wasn’t a single 

person who wasn’t shocked. 

Now, Divine Cliff’s two greatest geniuses Mu Zixiao and Zuo Xiaodi personally descended, so they 

naturally needed this the most. Meanwhile, the higher level figures of the clan would naturally do 

everything they could to accommodate. 

“Divine Cliff’s exceptional pair are making preparations, wishing to welcome the three thousand 

province great battle, the gathering of hundred rivers at their greatest possible state. They really might 

be able to forcefully oppress the experts of every race.” n𝑜𝗏𝓮(𝐥𝓑/In 

Someone said softly, speaking about the true root cause. 

If they could obtain the Great Crimson Sky flame and bring it into the place of decisive battle, they could 

immediately transform at that immortal ancient remains. These two could then construct the most 

powerful dao foundation. During the great confrontation between countless races, who could even 

compete against them? 

There were news that it was ultimately related to the immortal ancient record, or else why would the 

sects all make such a huge fuss over it? There were unfathomably great natural opportunities there. 

One couldn’t exceed the supreme expert realm, a type of cutoff. However, after entering, there weren’t 

that many restrictions. 

“Every clan is making preparations to help their own disciples soar into the heavens. Even if they can’t 

ultimately win, they would still be able to protect themselves and bring back great natural 

opportunities.” 

It was clear that not only Divine Cliff was preparing. The other inheritances were doing the same. A few 

exceptional talents forcefully suppressed their cultivation levels, waiting until their true bodies entered 

before erupting with power. Only, Divine Cliff was relatively fortunate, unexpectedly learning about the 

Great Crimson Sky flame. 

When Shi Hao heard about this, he couldn’t help but frown. He didn’t want to miss out on this, also 

wishing to prepare himself. 



“What kind of conditions did Goddess Academy demand? After all, the Great Crimson Sky flame is too 

shocking. If there are clues, how could they casually give it away and strengthen their competitors?” 

“They naturally needed to exchange with similarly astonishing things.” Someone sighed and, then then 

name of the object was spoken. This immediately made everyone gasp. 

“Seven colored Immortal gold! Goddess Academy’s appetite really is great, actually wanting this type of 

legendary item. Who can bring such a thing out?” 

Many people knew that Goddess Academy’s Feng Wu excelled at arrow techniques. She naturally didn’t 

fire them with a great bow, but rather used some precious techniques to directly fire them. They could 

throw heaven and earth into chaos. 

It was clear that Goddess Academy were preparing this for her as war preparation. They wanted to use 

the most precious Immortal gold to refine an unmatched weapon. 

They had all heard that seven colored Immortal gold emerged with seven types of immortal materials. 

Once they were used together, the power would be unmatched. 

If they could be used to create seven divine arrows, when the seven brilliant unmatched arrows were 

fired, it would simply cause the heavens to fall and earth to rend. Who could contend against this 

power? 

At the very least, there would be few opponents among her peers. 

Everyone knew that Goddess Academy’s old clan head was a precious artifacts master, and he could 

create the most outstanding weapon for her. 

“Breaking news! Divine Cliff Academy and Goddess Academy’s talks are approaching an end. There is a 

chance that they might carry out an exchange!” 

“What? Great Scarlet Sky flame and Immortal gold are both going to appear?” 

Everyone became shocked. They had only talked for two hours, yet they already reached such a 

breakthrough. It was completely unexpected. 

An hour later, the center of Fufeng City surged with radiance. Goddess Academy’s Feng Wu came, 

entering a manor to continue the discussions. 

Soon after, when the dust settled, the two great sects reached a preliminary agreement. Both sides 

were going to take what they needed. 

Only, the clues Goddess Academy offered only pointed towards some ruins. That place was full of 

dangers, and it was unknown whether the Great Crimson Sky flame could even be obtained. 

Meanwhile Divine Cliff Academy only offered an extremely small piece of ore. It came from the 

academy’s remains, and only a small piece of seven colored Immortal gold rested inside. It wasn’t 

enough to make seven divine arrows. 



This left people shocked. Was this just the smoke both sides were putting up, or were they trying to 

undermine each other, not wishing for the other party to obtain the secrets? Why did they leak this out 

so quickly? 

Shi Hao thought to himself. It seems like he had to do some work for the impending three thousand 

provinces great battle. It was far more terrifying than he had imagined. Powerful individuals would 

emerge in large numbers, and their methods were all extremely astonishing. 

“Chaotic flame, does it really exist? Is it really in Fire Province?” He said softly. He thought back to the 

secret information he obtained from the mouths of bandits and began to think to himself. 

Soon after, some news came out. Goddess Academy then spoke out a few great taboo regions, 

informing all the mercenary groups and great loose cultivators that they would offer a great reward for 

anyone that found seven colored Immortal gold inside of them. 

The place of Immortal gold inevitably had secrets. There was no need for them to truly excavate it, 

because they were definitely dangerous places where one would have to pull off a miracle to extract it. 

Otherwise, why did seven colored Immortal gold only appear a few times since the ancient past? 

Goddess Academy only needed only needed people to offer verification and clues that there was seven 

colored Immortal gold there. 

“What kind of rewards are they willing to offer?” Someone asked. 

“They are willing to offer a pond of water, and one can soak themselves inside of it for a day and night.” 

“This is too stingy, right?!” Many people shook their heads. This was unbelievable and even harder to 

accept. 

“It is a divine pond that a Tribulation crossing divine lotus has been planted in!” Someone added. 

When this sentence went out, all of the sounds of discontent disappeared, and it turned into cries of 

alarm. There were even sounds of saliva being swallowed. 

Tribulation crossing divine lotus was a true divine medicine. This type of thing could reconstruct the 

flesh and make one undergo a complete breakthrough, successfully passing into the next level. Once it 

matured, its flowers and leaves would dissolve into the immortal pond, turning it into divine precious 

liquid. Only its roots would remain to regrow again. 

This was a heaven defying item! In the entire higher realms, only Goddess Academy had one. It made 

the eyes of the Heavenly deities of every sect go red, staring at it without letting go. 

When Shi Hao heard this, his heart pounded with eagerness. It was because he had a divine fruit -- 

Golden Bodhi fruit, that he didn’t dare use the entire time. He needed a divine medicine to help protect 

him during the process. 

“Goddess Academy has this type of thing?!” He said softly to himself. 

Chapter 737 - Abyss Copper Coffin 



Golden Bodhi fruit, an extremely mysterious fruit in this world. It had extraordinary divine effects. 

Unfortunately, only a limited few number of individuals could eat it. For the other races, they could only 

refine and absorb a small part of its essence, ingesting it only with other precious medicines. Ninety 

percent of it was going to be wasted. 

“If I could eat the whole thing, it would be equal to obtaining another trump card…” Shi Hao said to 

himself. 

He swallowed close to three hundred stalks of Soul blood grass, and only then did he produce a moment 

of magical immunity. When facing enemies, it had terrifying effectiveness, allowing him to even kill 

deities. 

However, this type of ability would weaken with the advancement of cultivation realms, to the extent 

where it would even become negligible. 

This ability won’t continue to become stronger, and when the day comes that he ignites his divine flame, 

and this ability still maintains its original state, it would gradually become more and more useless as his 

cultivation realm increases. 

According to legend, only the Golden Bodhi fruit could make this type of ability strengthen along with 

one’s growth just like the Ape Demons of the Blood Plains. Once one obtained the Golden Bodhi fruit, 

everything changed. They would become a different type of species and undergo a fundamental 

transformation. 

If this type of ability can be maintained for a long time and accompany my growth, it will definitely be an 

extraordinary thing.” Shi Hao was extremely hopeful. 

Only, what gave him a headache was that the Golden Bodhi fruit was too tyrannical. The human race 

couldn’t endure its effects, as their constitution would clash with this fruit. That was why he was 

interested in the Tribulation crossing divine lotus. 

“I definitely have to think of a way to eat this Golden Bodhi fruit. That way, when the great battle of 

three thousand provinces happens, even though they have all types of trump cards, I will have another 

great slaughter method as well.” 

Ever since he heard about the Great Scarlet Sky flame, and seven colored Immortal gold, those heaven 

defying things, he didn’t dare act carelessly. He definitely couldn’t look down on anyone, or else he 

would suffer for it. 

“Little brother, are you interested in joining my Devil Wind Mercenary Group? We are going to search 

for seven colored Immortal gold together.” At this moment, someone called out to him. 

Shi Hao turned around and saw an elder. This person carried a kind smile and enthusiastically welcomed 

him into his group. He looked again and again, but he directly refused. 

It was because the people of Fufeng City were too unusual. Even if not all the residents were bad 

people, it wasn’t far from it. They were all cunning and dangerous, and most of them were notorious 

bandits. 



As expected, as soon as he turned around, that elder muttered to himself and said, “There aren’t 

enough cannon fodder… They’re so hard to find.” 

Shi Hao’s forehead was covered in dark lines. He really wanted to turn around and give him a beating. 

Did he look that much like cannon fodder? Ever since he entered this place, he discovered that he met 

scoundrels again and again. 

Generally speaking, this was a chaotic place. There really wasn’t much good people. 

Of course, when he thought more deeply, these bandits were quite ‘cute’ as well, scheming here and 

there and using their ‘methods’ to feed themselves. 

The restricted areas Goddess Academy announced were all distributed throughout Fire Province. These 

places were suspected to contain seven colored Immortal gold, and as long as someone could find 

concrete proof, they would have the opportunity to soak for one day and night in Tribulation crossing 

divine lotus water. 

It was because not even someone as powerful as Goddess Academy could search them one after 

another. Those places were too dangerous, and the losses would be too severe. Only when they were 

sure of one place would they concentrate their efforts in searching that ancient place. This was the most 

dependable way. 

Fire Province was a place rich with divine gold, as well as all types of heavenly treasures. They were all 

top quality precious materials for refining weapons, and that was why the great sects of the higher 

realms all flocked over to occupy this place. 

The enormous Fire Province was divided into many regions, and there were many rich ores, but these 

were also the reasons resulting in the Immortal gold legends. Since ancient times, it had always been 

widely circulated, and these rumors had never ended. 

Similarly, Fire Province really was a peculiar place. From time to time, flames would mysteriously appear 

from the ground to burn all things. There were quite a few mysterious and supernatural events that had 

taken place. 

And it was also precisely because of this that there were several great taboo areas to speak of. 

Everyone firmly believed that Fire Province definitely had some heaven shocking secret, only, it was 

extremely difficult to explore them all. 

As a result, many mercenary groups and loose cultivators moved out together, heading for those taboo 

regions’ surrounding areas to look for clues. They wanted to obtain that great reward. 

Even though bandits and loose cultivators were savage, they also knew that some places could only be 

explored from the distance and not entered. Otherwise, they would undoubtedly die. 

Some of the restricted areas had damaged Immortal Ancient formations that had trapped old sect 

masters to death, some ancient regions were like a great sea to get lost in. Once one entered them, they 

would lose their soul. It was extremely strange and mysterious. 

Fufeng City was incredibly bustling with activity. Group after group set off, disappearing into the 

distance. 



Shi Hao also left. He wanted to find a peaceful place to recover from his injuries, and then he would 

think about everything else. 

The grassland stretched as far as the eye could see, but it wasn’t all covered in grass. He flew several 

thousand li and discovered a mountain range that he wanted to use to go into isolation, but as soon as 

he appeared, a wave of white flames soared up. 

This made him shiver inwardly. No wonder there were rumors of there being strange spontaneous 

combustions that caused deaths. These places in Fire Province really were dangerous. 

In the end, he noticed a village where there were several hundred people and wanted to try and stay 

here. Places where people stayed in definitely went through many ordeals and wouldn’t be a dangerous 

place. 

However, as soon as he entered, he underwent all types of interrogation. The village’s people treated 

him completely like a vicious savage. 

In the end, after Shi Hao gifted them with a divine material, he was finally permitted to stay here. 

He hid within a house, using up five days before finally recovering from his injuries. The main reason he 

was able to recover so quickly was because of the great effects of the precious pill Kong Qiuji had him 

take. Otherwise, it would have definitely taken longer. 

This made his eyes cold. With his constitution and the unbreakable body already reaching this kind of 

level, one could see how vicious the Celestial Clan’s methods were. After his cultivation was sealed, that 

vicious sword damaged his flesh, harming his vital areas and vitality. 

Shi Hao got up and silently used this time for comprehension. He felt like he had recovered to his peak 

state, so he decided that he would head for a place to hide himself. 

He wanted to take a look, see if that place really had the chaotic flame. He was inwardly hopeful, only, 

he didn’t know whether the clues were accurate. 

He saw many creatures from all different races wandering about Fire Province’s great earth. 

Along the way, he saw a few ancient mines that released auspicious multicolored light and great 

brilliance. There were clearly rare divine materials within them, but unfortunately, they were all 

occupied by a few great sects. 

In the end, he landed in a front of a great rift valley. This place was quite secluded and incomparably 

spacious; it was just too large. It covered an area of over ten thousand li. 

Shi Hao frowned. This place was quite strange. Was there a Chaotic flame underneath? He was a bit 

hesitant. He could clearly see that the surroundings of the great rift valley had been refined, forming a 

layer of ceramic glaze-like luster. It was clear that earth flames would seep out from time to time. 

He took out the pill furnace, put on the tattered armor, and completed his defensive preparations. If 

there really was no way, he would immediately escape. 

He then rushed down into the depths of the earth. The radiance became more and more dim, ultimately 

forming a dark expanse. It was pitch-black without a bit of sound. 



This type of place really was horrifying. It was as if he entered the dark and desolate outer space, unable 

to feel the slightest trace of life. 

Shi Hao extended his divine senses and also produced the dual pupil, using it to observe the surrounding 

scenery. 

It was too deep. He swooped down several dozens of li, all the way until he was more than a hundred li 

down, and then he finally saw some blurry outlines. This was an expanse of ruins. 

This left Shi Hao shocked. He was so deep underground, so how could there still be debris? Were there 

people who lived here before. 

In addition, this place was extremely vast with enormous rocks, decomposing metal, and some remains. 

This meant that this used to be a vast and magnificent buildings. 

“Yi, hold on, these things appeared recently!” After exploring through this vast region, he finally 

stopped. 

He revealed a look of shock. While holding the dual pupil in his hands, his entire body circulated with 

magical force. He extended his divine senses and resumed his investigation. 

It had to be said that this region was too large. Shi Hao explored for an entire day and night. He was now 

sure that this abyss was extremely strange. There were many enormous rocks, remains, and other 

things. They all seeped out from beneath the earth. 

Suddenly, he shivered inwardly, feeling a strange sensation. A strand of mist seeped out from the depths 

of the abyss. 

“Chaotic energy!” 

Shi Hao was shocked. Then, all of his fine hairs stood on end. Could it be that the chaotic flame truly was 

here, that it was going to appear? 

He held the pill furnace in hand while thinking to himself. He didn’t know if he could use it to collect the 

flame. He really didn’t have much confidence in being able to do this. 

Then, the abyss shone. The surface unexpectedly split apart, and a strange wave of energy began to 

fluctuate about. It stirred up the debris, enormous stones and other things until they tumbled out from 

the abyss depths. 

“As expected!” Shi Hao said to himself. 

The crack became larger and larger. Light erupted outwards. Shi Hao was extremely nervous and 

hopeful. Soon after, he discovered that there was no longer any debris or enormous rocks shooting 

outwards, only the crack was widening. 

“That is… an underground palace?!” 

Shi Hao was shocked. Through the enormous cracks, he saw a shining underground palace. Of course, it 

was already damaged and fell into the depths of the earth. Strand after strand of chaotic energy was 

seeping out from it. 



He focused his attention, and he became vigilant. After waiting for a long time and seeing that nothing 

unexpected happened, he ultimately clenched his teeth and flew down along the cracks. 

This was an enormous underground palace. Perhaps it could also be called an underground city. 

If it wasn’t underground, it would be an enormous city. Even after being abandoned for endless years, 

there were still some tattered symbols shining. 

Shi Hao wasn’t interested in these things. He only gazed towards the place surrounded by primal chaos. 

“What is that?” He was shocked. There was a grand dao platform at the center of the ruins that towered 

like a mountain. There were a few things laying in disarray on it that released chaotic energy. n--𝚘.-
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He extended his divine senses, and then he used the dual pupil to carefully inspect it. He became more 

and more alarmed. 

On top of the mountainous dao platform, there were nine enormous skeletons. They were sparkling and 

releasing an undying aura. Symbols covered them densely, as if they were a certain type of creature -- 

True Dragons! 

These are the skeletal remains of dragons? Shi Hao was confused. 

What left him horrified was that behind the nine enormous skeletons was an enormous copper coffin. It 

was covered in mottled copper rust, as if it had existed through endless eras. 

This coffin was extremely large. A corner of it was already opened, and chaotic energy was currently 

seeping out from within. 

Shi Hao shivered inwardly. He always felt that this place was mysterious and too unordinary. When he 

saw this coffin, his heart rate sped up greatly. 

“There is… another one!” 

He could clearly see through the opened lid that there was a smaller coffin inside. It was also made of 

copper and similarly aged. Primal chaos seeped out from within. 

He called it a small coffin, but it was still big enough to store a person. 

Who was it that was buried here? 

Shi Hao was baffled. Could it be that the chaotic flame was inside the little coffin. 

He was incredibly bewildered. What kind of place was this? How could there be such a strange copper 

coffin? Exactly what kind of thing required this type of excessiveness and secrecy? 

Chapter 738 - Strange Coffin 

Ka cha! 

A light sound rang through the air. In this dark and solitary world, it was extremely ear-splitting. Every 

single one of Shi Hao’s nerves became taut. He quickly rushed out tens of steps. 



For this collapsed city of death to suddenly release a sound, that was definitely an extremely terrifying 

thing. 

His eyes became forceful. His primordial spirit between his brows formed a golden blazing sun, releasing 

the most powerful spiritual perception strength to explore his surroundings. 

In addition, the dual-pupil he held in his hands became covered in symbols as well, producing an 

expanse of interweaving brilliance, capturing all of the nearby irregular events. 

It was deathly silent. There wasn’t a trace of sound. The enormous ruins recovered its dull and lonely 

atmosphere. Shi Hao didn’t discover anything different. He shivered inwardly. What was hiding in the 

darkness? 

It was unknown how many eras this city of death had existed through. Even the divine gold that had 

once been adorned with symbols had become decomposing metal, and those enormous rocks were 

even more so corroded, about to turn into dust. 

One has to understand that there were many mysterious and powerful ruined patterns here, yet they 

still couldn’t protect the city. This was enough to prove just how ancient this place was. 

As for the dao platform, it was even older. It seemed to come from the prehistoric era, tracing back to 

the era when heaven and earth were opened, giving off a type of going up the river of time feeling, one 

that leads back to the place of origin. 

Dong! 

Suddenly, a metallic sound rang through the air. It was extremely clear, originating from the bronze 

coffin. It was as if something wanted to come out! 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. The copper coffin was full of rust. It had existed for countless eras, yet 

there was still something living inside of it? 

At this moment, a chill ran all the way down his body. Goosebumps appeared on his back and neck. He 

stared forward, watching the enormous inner and outer coffins silently. 

The pill furnace in his hands had already opened. The insides flickered with lightning radiance. That was 

the heavenly river from the immortal tomb. Even though there wasn’t much left, it could still be used as 

defense. 

The vile existences of the underworld depths, ancient tombs’ yin corpses and other things should hate 

this type of extreme yang lightning the most. Shi Hao watched with utmost vigilance, ready to erupt 

with endless lightning at any moment. 

However, even after waiting for a long time, there was no activity to be seen. 

Primal chaos seeped out from within the copper coffin like immortal mist, curling about the 

underground ruins. It was strange, secluded, and serene; it gave off a suffocating pressure. 

Was there something sealed within the copper coffin? 

Was it still alive? 



This really was a bit scary. After being buried for endless years, could the corpse still have a spirit? He 

felt incredibly uncomfortable. 

Shi Hao’s eyes focused, forming two tangible beams of light flames. He stared forward, extremely 

vigilant as he produced defensive symbol light. 

However, strand after strand of gas wafted outwards, disturbing his divine senses and blocking the dual-

pupil’s investigation. Shi Hao couldn’t see through that copper coffin, unable to see through it. 

This was not something that happened often. Even the dual-pupil was ineffective! 

Should he leave? 

Shi Hao thought to himself. This underground world was too sinister. Even though there might be a 

chaotic flame here, there might be a great vicious existence that might appear. It was too dangerous and 

terrifying! 

Suddenly, he felt a chill from the top of his head. Strong winds roared, and something threw itself 

towards him, something that carried a cold and gloomy aura. 

He quickly moved out of the way, using the Earth to inches ability. He also raised his head to take a look. 

What he saw immediately made him shiver inwardly. What kind of creature was this? 

It had a human-like build, but it also had a pair of bat wings as well as an enormous black tail. It threw 

itself over like a malicious spirit. Its eyes were cold and deep, its teeth pitch-black. 

Its body had powerful symbols erupting from it that released the most powerful fluctuations. It was 

comparable to that of a Heavenly deity with boundless and unmatched power. 

Shi Hao was shocked, because he discovered that this wasn’t some living thing, but a puppet engraving. 

Right now, even though it displayed its power, it also began to break down. 

Finally, while accompanied with enormous divine might, it swooped down. Before it reached the 

ground, it already exploded on its own, turning into rotten black stone. 

“What is going on?" He looked at the sculpture that was in pieces. If he pieced it together, it would be 

vivid and lifelike, and the reason it could display divine might was because of a symbol that was carved 

on it. 

Just like that, a Heavenly deity level expert was created. How heaven defying of a method was this?! 

Shi Hao swept through the ruins. He saw a few similar carvings by the collapsed city gates, but they were 

already badly ruined. 

Apart from this type of creature engravings, there were others as well, such as divine birds, devils, 

strange ancient beast kings, and others. This left him completely shocked. What kind of glorious ancient 

city was this? If these engravings could all display their most powerful divine might, that would just be 

too terrifying! 

The malevolent sculpture that was originally on the ground, along with the movements of the earth, was 

pushed upwards and had just fallen down. 



Kacha! 

Right at this moment, the dao platform began to crack apart. A large piece fell off, a piece that was 

several hundred thousand jin in weight. Rumbling sounds rang through the air. It was smashed apart by 

the engraved sculpture that had just fallen. 

Meanwhile, the copper coffin released another dong sound. 

Could it be that the dao platform was about to collapse, unable to endure the weight of the bronze 

coffin any longer, and that was why it produced those sounds, not because there were some living 

things? Shi Hao wasn’t sure. He began to move, making his way around the coffin. 

After looking around, he confirmed that the dao platform under the copper coffin was cracking apart. 

Just now, it might really be because of this that it released a sound. 

“Just a false alarm?” He said to himself. 

Finally, under his shocked gaze, the entire dao platform broke apart. The remaining symbols released 

their final flash of radiance before dimming in the underground world. 

Hong! 

The bronze ancient coffin and nine enormous skeletons began to sink downwards, ultimately falling at 

the sides of the city of death. 

Shi Hao waited an extremely long time, but he still didn’t see any activity here. In the end, he couldn’t 

endure it any longer and headed towards the bronze coffin. He wanted to loot this tomb. 

“Just what kind of character is buried in such an enormous coffin? I wonder if there is some inheritance 

or precious artifacts here…” he said softly. He was extremely nervous, because he was worried that 

something like the Chaotic flame or other unknown things might suddenly appear. 

When there was a still some distance between them, Shi Hao began to use his precious techniques. He 

wanted to open up the coffin and see exactly what it was within it. 

Suddenly, bone text unexpectedly appeared. Symbols scattered down, making his efforts completely 

useless, disappearing without a trace. The inner and outer coffins didn’t move in the slightest. 

“Magical immunity? Even more thorough than my own!” Shi Hao’s expression became serious. He felt 

more and more that this coffin was not ordinary. 

In the end, he clenched his fists tightly, coming to a decision. Through the opening of the coffin, he 

entered the great copper coffin, walking step by step towards the smaller copper coffin inside! 

Shi Hao was always daring and fearless. This was something that had never changed since he started 

cultivating. He also had an inherent powerful desire for exploration. 

Of course, this was also relative to his current level of divine senses and because he didn’t sense any 

terrifying dangers. That was why he dared to check things out. 



Chaotic energy curled about. Shi Hao felt an incredibly great pressure. He felt as if every strand of 

energy was as heavy as a great mountain. Normal cultivators would have long been crushed into minced 

paste. 

“Open!” 

He used precious techniques at close range, but discovered that it was still useless. The copper coffin 

didn’t move in the slightest. 

Shi Hao clenched his teeth and used his flesh’s power. His hands grabbed the inner coffin’s lid, and with 

a grunt, he used his own great dao strength. This amount of power was enough to move an enormous 

mountain. 

However, he still failed! 

It wasn’t that he wasn’t strong enough, but instead that there was something strange with the copper 

coffin’s lid. The strength of his flesh could move mountains, and he indeed opened the coffin’s lid, but it 

suddenly shone, and then with a kuang dang sound, it closed again. 

There was clearly some type of mysterious force inside that blocked everything. 

“Rise!” 

Shi Hao shouted. All of his blood vessels bulged. He used all of his strength to move aside the coffin lid 

and investigate exactly what kind of secrets there were inside. 

The coffin’s lid was raised another inch, but only for an instant. Hazy auspicious multicolored light 

erupted like brightly-colored immortal radiance. Strand after strand of primal chaos seeped out as well. 

Dang! 

Unfortunately, the mysterious force appeared again, forcefully closing the copper coffin. 

“Again!” Shi Hao shouted. However, this time, something unexpected happened. An enormous hong 

sound rumbled through his ears. 

Meanwhile, a terrifying scene appeared, attacking at his sea of consciousness and leaving him shaken. 

His soul even began to tremble. 

What was that? 

“Kill!” 

Aohou... 

“I am going to slaughter my way inside. I definitely have to slaughter my way in!” 

He saw a shockingly great battle where endless creatures slaughtered about. That small world itself 

even split apart. Primal chaos surged, and corpses fell everywhere. 

What was horrifying was that those people were too powerful, powerful to an unfathomable degree. 

They warped through heaven and earth, rushed into the ninth heaven and down to the ninth layer of 

hell. They slaughtered to the ends of the earth, causing heaven to fall and earth to rend. 



Blood splashed everywhere. Immortal spendor pervaded the air. Everything was being destroyed. 

What level of experts were these? 

Dong! 

At this time, the bronze coffin shook. It released an enormous sound, shaking Shi Hao’s body until it 

began to sway about. However, he was completely unaware of this, because he couldn’t free himself 

from that scene. He was still immersed within it. 

The scene didn’t continue for that long of a time. It slowly scattered, and in the end, he only saw the 

copper coffin be dragged by nine dragon figures, away from that terrifying world. 

Everything else… disappeared. 

The copper coffin travelled through a long stream, stirring up heaven overflowing waves. 

Was that the river of time? 

Or was it some immortal river that linked up the walls of great worlds? 

In the end, everything disappeared. Nothing else could be seen. 

This left Shi Hao horrified. He loosened his grip and left the coffin lid. He took a few steps backwards, his 

heart rising and falling fiercely. It was hard for him to calm down. 

“What kind of era did this all happen in? Where did it all happen?” His mind was trembling. It was 

because he seemed to vaguely have seen a few familiar figures. 

“I seemed to have… seen the Willow Deity?!” Shi Hao was trembling. Then, he forcefully shook his head. 

Shi Hao sat here for an extremely long time. He thought silently to himself, standing there without 

moving as if he was petrified. 

After a long time had passed, he released a breath of air. He looked at the copper coffin, knowing that 

there was no way he could open it. This type of thing contained a shocking heavenly secret. If it was 

opened, it might shock all three thousand provinces. 

“There will be a day when I will stand at the peak of heaven, see through all mysteries, and go wherever 

I wish.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

He was naturally unwilling. He still wanted to explore further and learn about more mysteries, but his 

many tries left his body shaken until his blood and qi surged. He only heard the copper coffin rumble. 

There was nothing else. 

In the end, he used all types of secret methods, even applying his own blood to the copper coffin, using 

the reincarnation precious technique and everything else . 

Unexpectedly, this time, there was some type of reaction. He heard a mournful roar. Countless 

unmatched experts were roaring with sorrow. 

“Why? The decline of old age, for what reason does it exist?!” 



"Our contract of alliance…” 

Shi Hao felt a wave of surprise. He heard himself say, “I will slaughter out a path for you all!” 

He was stunned, and his expression froze. He quickly released his hand and covered his own mouth. He 

looked at the copper coffin while taking steps backwards. This was just too strange and sinister. 

“So weird…” Shi Hao shivered inwardly. Why did he open his mouth just now?! 

Afterwards, no matter how he moved, no matter how hard he tried, the copper coffin didn’t show any 

reaction. Shi Hao could only helplessly withdraw. n--O𝔳𝖊𝓁𝑏In 

“Can this thing be brought away?” Shi Hao stood in front of the ruins, staring at the enormous copper 

coffin. If he could use this thing as a weapon to smash others, he reckoned that any precious artifact 

would be crushed to pieces. 

Unfortunately, after trying many times, he found that this copper coffin couldn’t be shrunk at all. It was 

too enormous. It gave him a headache. 

“Are these the skeletal remains of True Dragons?” Shi Hao turned around. He focused his attention on 

the sparkling skeletons. They were shining, holy and peaceful. 

“What a pity, there is no flesh. However, can these bones be used to make soup?” He immediately 

threw himself over to touch every single bone, carefully inspecting them. 

In the end, Shi Hao’s eyes shone. “I hope dragon bone marrow can be slowly extracted!” When he spoke 

up to this point, saliva almost flowed outwards. 

At this moment, he turned into a complete foodie! 

Suddenly, in this extremely quiet place, he felt as if something wasn’t right. His expression immediately 

froze, because he saw a ball of flame in the ruins. 

“You… did you come to help me refine dragon bone soup?” He put on a fake smile, and his expression 

was similarly rigid. 

Chapter 739 - Precious Flame 

A streak of flame, green and faint, a sphere only the size of a fist appeared. However, even when he was 

extremely far away, Shi Hao already felt as if his soul was being ignited. This was an extremely 

mysterious type of precious flame. 

In its surroundings, wisps of mists spread outwards, mysterious and unfathomable. At the same time, 

there was a heart rate raising fluctuation. It was as if ripples of the great dao were spreading outwards. 

Was this even a flame? 

Shi Hao was shocked. He carefully looked at it. Why did it have the aura of the great dao? It really was 

shocking. 

“Dao brother, help me out here with this dragon bone soup! I invite you to drink a cauldron with me!” 

Shi Hao said. However, he was inwardly nervous, because he felt an extremely dangerous aura. 



He felt that this precious flame was not easy to subdue. He had to think of some other way. 

He actually already felt the urge to fly into the sky. A pair of Kun Peng wings were faintly visible behind 

him. If he spread his wings, he would immediately possess extreme speed. He didn’t believe that this 

sphere of fiery light would be able to catch up to him. 

Chi! 

The green light illuminated everything, as if the heavens were opened. The jade green radiance swept 

outwards without a trace of impurity. However, as it burned, it began to turn blue, becoming more and 

more like the color of the sky. 

Shi Hao was shocked. His intuition told him that this flame was extremely unordinary. However, it 

seemed to dislike him and was going to act ‘aggressively’ against him. 

As expected, a xiu sounded. A green streak flew at him, a fiery wisp. It unexpectedly burned the void 

until it distorted. Natural dao law ripples even sounded. 

Shi Hao was shocked. He moved his body sideways. That was just a wisp of flame, yet it melted an 

enormous rock that weighed over a hundred thousand jin in weight. It even more so left the great earth 

roiling with magma. 

He sucked in a cold breath of air. This kind of power, this type of natural dao law ripples were too 

terrifying. This power could definitely easily kill deities! 

“I definitely can’t subdue it!” Shi Hao clearly realized this reality. That flame seemed to have a will, and it 

bore hostility against him. 

“Dao brother, if you have something to say, then say it. Do you want to eat the bones, so how about I 

move out of your way?” Shi Hao laughed bitterly. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, that green flame became more and more dark blue. Then it quickly spread, immediately filling 

the skies above the ruins. It was as if the sky was falling, dark blue like a great flood! 

Shi Hao spread his wings. His body curled with electricity, and at his feet, symbols appeared as well. He 

merged the Kun Peng, lightning, and Earth withdrawal techniques into one, forming the greatest speed 

to rush into the heavens. 

However, right at this moment, he suddenly felt as if something was strange, so he stopped himself 

again. It was because that ‘blue sky’ retreated, not attacking him. 

Meanwhile, he felt as if something not too far out was comfortably warm. There was a flame there that 

was bright and sparkling. It appeared at the edge of the bronze ancient coffin and scared off the green 

flame. 

This flame was similarly the size of a fist and densely packed with symbols. Upon closer inspection, it 

didn’t seem like a flame and more like something formed from symbols. 

It was even more strange! 



How could there be another flame that appeared? Shi Hao was stupefied. Moreover, all of this was so 

strange. This was definitely not an ordinary divine flame. 

“Is it the chaotic flame?” 

This place was full of chaotic energy, and it all originated from the ancient coffin. He didn’t know 

whether the flame itself also carried chaotic energy. He had no way of telling. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the blue-green flame moved, erupting with endless light and even exerting a suppressive type 

of power. It transformed into a dark blue sky and descended. 

Meanwhile, in front of the bronze coffin, the warm radiance seeped out. Then, the flame that appeared 

was covered in symbols, making it look not like a divine flame, but like dao patterns. It easily supported 

the ‘blue sky’, making this place unaffected. 

Shi Hao’s pupils rapidly contracted. What a powerful flame! 

Shi Hao became silent. That blue fiery light disappeared. It was startled and was chased off, entering the 

great earth. This made Shi Hao shocked! 

Meanwhile, the sparkling symbol light by the copper coffin disappeared with a flash. It also quickly 

disappeared. 

“They both left?” Shi Hao rubbed his hands. He suddenly discovered that both of these precious flames 

were terrifying and not as easy to absorb as he thought. 

“I am not familiar with their behaviors. I need to search through the ancient bone text records and 

understand a bit more!” He felt like he had to make some more preparations, or else there was no way 

for him to acquire them. 

This place became quiet. Shi Hao began to work at the dragon bone soup, but after cooking it for a long 

time, the bones remained sparkling white without any changes. Meanwhile, the water in the cauldron 

was already completely dried up. 

“Could this be… True Dragon?” Shi Hao carried a piece of bone and tested it with his own teeth. In the 

end, tears almost fell, and his gums were so awfully sore. He couldn’t bit through them at all. 

“There seems to be dragon marrow. Why can’t I get it out?” He carried this bone, looking left and right 

as if he was incredibly confused. 

Then, like a thief, he decided that he was going to bring this stuff out and hide it. It was too unsafe to 

leave them here, especially since the two bandit groups knew about this place as well. 

However, what left him dejected was that all precious artifacts were useless, unable to store the copper 

coffin, nor could they bring the nine enormous skeletons away. Regardless of whether it was the heaven 

and earth pouch or the cauldron, they all seemed to have lost their efficacy. 

“Come on!” Shi Hao roared. He raised the entire enormous bronze coffin. Even though he couldn’t open 

the lid, he had enough divine force to forcibly raise it. 



Shi Hao was shocked. The inner and outer coffins were even heavier than a great mountain. It was 

incredibly strenuous for him to lift it! 

“This won’t do… This thing is too large. If I carry it out like this, I will definitely be discovered by others.” 

Shi Hao was worried. 

He held his hands behind his back and paced about the ruins, trying to think of a way. When the green 

flame covered the sky, it didn’t destroy the ruins. These ruins were still here. 

He wanted to find an ancient altar so that he could bring this ancient coffin with him out of this place. 

However, no matter where he looked, the entire city was deathly still. In the end, he discovered an 

ancient altar, but it had long been destroyed. Only the enormous foundation rock remained. 

“Yi?” 

Shi Hao was shocked. As he searched through the ancient city, he discovered a few ruined artifacts that 

were divine materials. They were extremely valuable. He was immediately moved, starting to gather 

them. 

“Medicine hall!” 

What left him shocked was that there was a collapsed medicine refinement place. He actually dug up 

several jade containers that were perfectly intact, and after unscrewing their lids, they released 

multicolored light. 

These jade containers clearly had terrifying symbols carved on them before, only, now, they had all 

practically disappeared. Only the containers remained. 

“What a pity. It has been too long, and the divine pills have practically all dissolved. There is only a bit of 

thin medicinal fragrance left.” 

He felt rather regretful. It was because he felt that these were definitely refined from holy medicines at 

the very least, perhaps even having divine medicines. 

At the same time, he found a weapon storing pavilion. All of the magical artifacts were destroyed, 

simply unable to resist the corrosion of time. Their symbols were dim, and the weapons snapped. 

Shi Hao searched through the entire ancient city. He was a puzzled, feeling like this place had existed for 

endless eras. It was far more ancient than what he had previously thought. 

“This is… a precious interspatial case?” Suddenly, Shi Hao exulted. He discovered a magical artifact that 

looked extremely similar to the bronze precious case that contained a small world. 

However, the case was full of cracks, and faint light seeped out from it. With a light flick, a ka cha 

sounded. It directly broke apart. 

With a hong sound, this place erupted with noise. It truly was a small world, and at this moment, it was 

collapsing. It was an extremely terrifying and shocking sight. 

If not for Shi Hao’s speed being fast enough, it would have been extremely dangerous for him. 



He was extremely regretful. This precious case wasn’t able to stand up to the test of time either. In the 

explosion just now, the things inside were most likely destroyed. 

What kind of thing is this?” Suddenly, he was shocked. A rock material flew out from the explosion, a 

black colored item. It was the size of an infant, and it smashed towards him. 

There was actually something in the precious case that wasn’t destroyed and was still perfectly intact. 

This was too shocking! Even the void blasting apart didn’t affect it! 

Dong! 

The moment Shi Hao caught it, he released a groan. It was because this rock that wasn’t that large was 

too heavy, weighing at least a hundred thousand jin. Together with how it flew over, it was simply like a 

mountain slammed into his body. 

If it was any other supreme expert, their muscles and bones would have definitely been torn apart. 

“The world precious case exploded, yet it wasn’t destroyed. Is this an extreme immortal material?” Shi 

Hao’s mind was thumping with noise. 

This small rock was more than a hundred thousand jin in weight. It was horrifyingly heavy! 

He felt that this thing might be formidable. It was extremely heaven defying, or else why would it have 

been stored in the precious interspatial case? He immediately carefully stowed it away. 

When the explosion calmed down, Shi Hao looked forward. He saw a sparkling radiance, as well as 

fragments everywhere. He immediately cried out, “Heavens! My treasures, my holy symbols!” 

He cried out with ao ao sounds. This was too much of a pity. There were divine symbols everywhere, but 

they had all split apart. From the types of materials used, they were all definitely shocking items. n--

O𝔳𝖊𝓁𝑏In 

Everything sealed within the precious interspatial case were treasures! 

However, once it disintegrated, the result was similarly terrifying. The items inside were pretty much all 

destroyed as well. 

Shi Hao counted them up approximately. There were more than a thousand divine symbols. Just how 

shockingly rich was the one that owned this previously? They were all carved from heavenly materials! 

“Heavens! You might as well just send down lightning and hack me to death!” Shi Hao lamented. 

Then, he saw a symbol that was unexpectedly still shining in the distance. It produced a barrier of light, 

not truly destroyed. Right now, there were still a few symbols within the barrier of light that were still 

intact. 

“Protection divine symbol?” Shi Hao was shocked, he actually encountered this type of legendary 

precious symbol. Even after the precious interspatial case exploded, it still wasn’t destroyed, so one 

could see just how high level this item was. 

“There is a crack. I don’t know if it can be used again…” Shi Hao said softly. He waited for this divine 

symbol’s radiance to recede, and then he picked it up. 



There were a few other divine symbols that, due to the protection divine symbol’s barrier, were able to 

be preserved. 

“Realm shattering symbol?” Shi Hao was shocked. There were two realm shattering symbols, 

unexpectedly similar to the type Ye Qingxian gave him. Even the auras were a bit similar. 

This could clearly penetrate realm walls and travel through endless distance. It was a precious treasure, 

yet two of them appeared at once. 

There were two other symbols. One of them, even after studying it for a long time, couldn’t figure out 

what it did, so he could only put it away. He managed to get a rough idea of the other one, a space 

shattering symbol. 

Its use was quite clear, able to tear apart space and send one a certain amount of distance. It was a 

weaker form of the realm shattering symbol. 

“Let’s test out its power a bit.” Shi Hao had searched everything within this city of death, but there 

weren’t any other spoils. He wanted to test the space shattering symbol’s efficacy, so he arrived in front 

of the copper coffin. 

Chi! 

In the end, he controlled the direction, bringing the bronze coffin and nine skeletons with him as he 

disappeared from this place, entering the underground depths several hundreds of thousands of li away. 

The underground was dark, a sealed off place. 

“Placing the copper coffin here should be okay, right?” 

Suddenly, he was shocked. This place lit up. That sparkling, resplendent flame that was formed from 

mysterious symbols appeared again. 

It had also followed along. Shi Hao was shocked, but then, he was extremely happy. At the same time, 

he began to wonder, could this flame be just inside this coffin? 

For the following half a month, Shi hao used all sorts of methods to try and subdue this flame, but all of 

them were useless. In addition, this flame didn’t appear often during this time, only appearing once 

every few days. 

In the end, he had no choice but to leave this place dejectedly. He decided he would look through the 

bone books and learn a bit more about these things before returning. 

The copper coffin, dragon bones, and precious flame were all moved to a different spot. He believed 

that outsiders wouldn’t be able to find them. 

He returned to the territory of those two bandit groups and secretly scouted about. He unexpectedly 

discovered that these two groups of people had entered before him, but they never discovered the 

underground ruins. 

Instead, they once startled the green flame and had half their men directly wiped out by the blue ‘sky’, 

and as a result, the remaining people fled in panic. 



“There were some unexpected spoils. Now that I have the realm shattering symbol, I can take a look 

around Goddess Academy.” Shi Hao said to himself. He didn’t have to worry about being unable to 

escape upon having his identity exposed. 

He wanted to read their bone books so that he could understand more about that flame in the bronze 

coffin. 

In addition, he wanted to obtain the tribulation crossing divine lotus’ elixir so he could eat the Golden 

Bodhi Fruit. After that, he would have a symbol immunity ability that would grow together with him. 

“Yue Chan’s second body is there. I wonder what it will be like when we meet again?” Shi Hao thought 

to himself. 

Meanwhile, he thought of another matter. Back then, when he fought with Feng Wu on the Copper 

Sparrow Altar, the other party continuously hollored how he was a great vicious being and how she was 

going to take him as her mount. In the end, she didn’t even have the chance to display her own 

exceptional talent precious technique and was instead defeated by Shi Hao. 

Back then, Shi Hao had jokingly said that should the day come when he visited Goddess Academy, Feng 

Wu had to admit her loss and become his mount instead. 

He never thought that the day really would come, that their province was so close to Fire Province. 

Several days later, Shi Hao returned to Fufeng City, and then he scouted about, discovering that 

Goddess Academy was extremely close. It was because Fire Province, Goddess Province, and Kun 

Province all shared a common border. 

Goddess Academy was right on the border. 

He didn’t use a transport formation and directly flew over. In just a day’s time, he already hurried to this 

bustling and sacred cultivation land. 

Chapter 740 - Goddess Academy 

Goddess Academy was right on its respective province’s border. It was exceptionally grand and majestic, 

covering an extremely vast area. It was far greater than an ordinary city. 

Multicolored clouds rose, and all types of structures towered imposingly. There were even many 

spiritual mountains, flying waterfalls, and great rivers passing through the academy. It was extremely 

beautiful. 

It had a renowned reputation. Even though the higher realms were vast and boundless, this academy’s 

long tradition and powerful name shook the three thousand provinces. It was an inheritance that stood 

at the peak. 

“Goddess Academy’s ten beauties paintings, who wants them? These are the ten most stunning women 

you know?” 

“Sun God Sparrow descendant’s precious technique, extremely valuable. Even though it is damaged, it 

can bring one’s fire dao to the peak. Once one completely comprehends it, one can understand the true 

meaning through the great dao of fire and establish one’s own path.” 



“Quasi holy medicine, eight thousand year old ancient medicine, already released holy radiance and on 

the verge of becoming holy medicine. Those interested, bring your offers! This is a rare precious 

medicine!” 

--- 

When Shi Hao entered this region, he already saw this kind of scene when he was still quite far from 

Goddess Academy. There was a lot of people here, and an enormous open market rested here. All types 

of treasures were being exchanged. 

In fact, there were many smaller cities around the academy, stretching as far as the eye could see. When 

they were all linked up together, it exceeded the enormous city. The amount of area they occupied was 

terrifyingly great. 

Of course, there were no walls in these places, only buildings. This place was a bustling open market. 

Because it was adjacent to a great sect, there was simply no need to build a defensive wall. 

Who would dare behave atrociously here? 

It was quite evident that the outer regions all thrived because of Goddess Academy, and all together, 

they formed a spacious urban area, or an open area. It was much larger than Goddess Academy itself. 

There were people who did a population count. When the dozen or so ‘satellite’ towns were merged 

together, the visitors and long-term residents totaled to several million. 

There were some who lived here for generations, and some were here purely for the sake of doing 

business with cultivators. There was even a larger group of youngsters who crossed provinces to come 

here to cultivate and join the academy. 

Shi Hao was quite shocked. This region was too large! Even after walking around for more than two 

hours, he still didn’t reach the academy’s entrance. It had to be mentioned that there really were 

treasures that could be exchanged for with other rare hidden treasures. 

It was to the extent where he even saw an archaic vicious beast precious technique that could be 

directly purchased! 

Of course, the price was extremely great, enough to ruin a few great clans. It was just too expensive, a 

price normal people couldn’t bear at all. 

It was clear that this place had many unordinary people. At the very least, Shi Hao saw a few youngsters 

that surrounded that place, looking at the bone book and assessing that precious technique’s price. 

Meanwhile, this wasn’t the only example. There were other rare great divine abilities marked for sale. 

Of course, those were all areas decorated dazzlingly with extraordinary and imposing style. These were 

being auctioned off in a grand manner and not sold directly like in a regular stall. 

“How formidable, even selling this type of divine ability. Goddess Academy really is quite formidable.” 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but sigh in admiration. 



Someone on the side heard him say this and said, “But of course. This is one of the higher realms’ 

greatest cultivation holy lands. Many great clans send their disciples here, so this is a place where 

countless geniuses gather. Many of the families behind these youngsters have the ability to purchase 

these things.” 

“However, those precious techniques aren’t complete. They more or less have some faults, and after 

they are sold, they can’t be leaked outwards, or else they will be reproached. After all, the original 

owner of the technique wishes to sell more copies of this technique.” Someone said. 

Shi Hao was shocked. He earnestly asked for guidance. 

“Youngster, did you just arrive? You know too little about Goddess Academy! These auctions are not 

simple. They are supported by great figures, or else they wouldn’t dare to do this. Rumor has it that the 

backer is Goddess Academy’s Heavenly deities surnamed Su[1]. They sell the spoils of war and precious 

techniques here.” 

These precious techniques were all things extremely powerful experts obtained after travelling the 

world and stumbling upon opportunities, not things that belonged to the academy. Since they couldn’t 

use them either, as a result, these divine abilities were passed on down here. 

Apart from this, the geniuses of the academy, if they obtained any divine abilities when gaining 

experience in the outside world and didn’t need them, they could also sell them here. 

Shi Hao strolled around this place, looking for things he was interested in. After walking a large circle, he 

discovered that this was a place a place where good people and scumbags coexisted. Good items were 

mixed with rubbish. There were quite a few fake goods. 

Unknowingly when, he arrived in front of Goddess Academy’s enormous gates. This was a gate that had 

existed since the archaic era. 

Twelve incomparably thick enormous stone pillars rested here, every single one of them so wide several 

people had to join hands to wrap their arms around them. There were auspicious beasts and divine birds 

engraved on their surfaces. They were filled with an ancient aura. The gate building was vast and tall. It 

seemed to carry a feeling of great age that seemed to embody a great history. 

Without a doubt, Goddess Academy was a sacred place. It was a cultivation holy land in the hearts of 

many. Even large clans didn’t hesitate to send their geniuses over provinces, all for the sake of seeking 

the dao. 

Inside the academy, there were ancient relics, Heavenly deity magical halls, and the private room of the 

sect master. As long as he could enter them, his benefits would be tremendous. 

It was because there were insights gained by wise figures gathered there, the recordings of their 

cultivation knowledge! 

The restricted precious techniques inside the academy couldn’t be leaked outwards. This was a 

continuing tradition of their inheritance that was used to protect the sect. However, the insights that 

were recorded were still extremely useful for other outstanding talents. 



This was also the place most young talents yearned for the most. As a result, many geniuses would 

gather here year in and year out to enter this academy. 

Of course, for those disciples that were definitely going to depart in the future, if they wanted to 

comprehend and seek the dao here, they had to pay an extremely great price. 

After all, there was no place under the sky that offered charity without a good cause. 

Hong! 

Large amounts of multicolored mists surged from the depths of the academy, and then an enormous 

figure appeared that covered heaven and earth, one that towered into the clouds! 

This figure even made the heavens tremble. He was like an unmatched human immortal. Right now, he 

revealed his true body, preaching within the academy and chanting sutras. The entire ancient land was 

shaken. 

That type of aura was too grand. It shook one down to their hearts. Many people couldn’t help but bow 

down, prostrating themselves piously in worship. 

Large expanses of light scattered down, allowing many people to gain enlightenment. They all obtained 

some benefits, their flesh and souls appearing to have undergone some type of purification. 

Only after a long time had passed did everyone return to reality. 

“Those are the remains of a predecessor, and within it are true immortal carvings. There are insights 

from sect masters, as well as an inscribed tablet containing an Emperor Clan’s experiences. It is the most 

divine place, a place even giants from other great sects desire, hoping for an opportunity to enter once.” 

“Who is this? Such a great opportunity, such great natural luck!” 

“Don’t even have to guess. It’s obviously Feng Wu, the exceptional immortal beauty. She already 

entered several times. This is a preparation for the three thousand province great battle of geniuses!” 

Everyone was discussing this matter, feeling envious and admiration. It was because they could see this 

scene even from outside the academy. 

Shi Hao was also shocked. Great waves stirred within his mind. 

Multicolored mists pervaded the air. The might that majestic figure released rushed into the ninth 

firmament, not scattering for a long time. It was not any inferior to the War Emperor or Old Celestial. 

Meanwhile, these were just the effects caused by some of the inscripted engravings, so one could see 

just how shocking the great natural luck stored within was. 

That projection had already receded, disappearing without a trace. Only when that place was opened 

would the scene from just now appear. One could well imagine what kind of great benefits they could 

receive if they entered inside. 

“There are true immortal engravings inside? Is this true” Shi Hao asked the people around him, because 

he was greatly stirred up inside. 



“Country bumpkin! You just arrived? Not even knowing this, yet you still want to enter Goddess 

Academy? It seems like someone else who wants to try his luck and bluff his way in has appeared. 

There’s no way you’ll get in.” A young lady at the academy entrance spoke. Her appearance was quite 

great, and her figure was impressive. She had a look of disdain on her face as she looked at Shi Hao. This 

was clearly a student of this academy. 

Shi Hoa was shocked. Upon closer inspection, he found that this young lady was extremely beautiful and 

extremely rarely seen. 

“What are you looking at? Stop obstructing the academy entrance.” The young lady spoke, her tone full 

of disgust. Her mood seemed to be quite terrible. 

“Junior disciple is saying that our academy is not a place anyone can enter. Only one out of a thousand 

geniuses are chosen, and all of those geniuses are elites of their clans.” A young man smiled and spoke. 

He carried a somewhat currying tone as he looked at that woman, his face carrying a warm expression. 

Then, he looked at Shi Hao and said with a voice full of scorn, “You look like you are twenty-one or two 

years of age already, still in the Formation Arrangement Realm, yet you still want to enter my academy? 

I advise you to return and cultivate bitterly for a few more years.” 

“What does an eighteen year old Formation Arrangement Realm cultivator have to show off? There are 

a few excellent figures your age that are already about to light their divine flames!” That extremely 

beautiful girl released a snort. 

She wore green clothes that were like lotus leaves, setting her off like flower buds, tender and gorgeous. 

She was extremely outstanding, curves undulating up and down. Her skin color was like snow, her 

appearance outstanding and truly beautiful. 

It was clear that the surrounding people noticed the scolding voices on this side. Many of them looked 

over, and there was no lack of academy disciples among them. 

“Yi, isn’t this Chen Lin of the ten beauties? Why is she so upset? Her mood seems to be quite terrible.” 

There were some who revealed looks of admiration. 

“Shush, lower your voice. The academy has recently produced a ranking of beauties, and Chen Lin has 

been squeezed down to eleventh place, not ranking in the top ten beauties anymore. Rumor has it that 

the newly arrived Qing Yi entered the rankings. Her pure and exceptional temperament has made many 

junior and senior brothers feel like they are as light as a feather.” 

--- 

Everyone discussed this with extremely soft voices. 

However, Shi Hao still heard them. His divine senses were extremely sharp, and as such, he was 

shocked. No wonder this young lady he randomly met was so beautiful. It turns out she used to be a well 

known individual on Goddess Academy’s exceptional beauty rankings. 

Meanwhile, he knew that Qing Yi was Yue Chan. She didn’t reveal her true body, or else an even greater 

uproar would be produced and her rankings would climb even higher. 



The other reason why Goddess Academy was so well known was because of its stunning beauties. Since 

the ancient times, it was unknown just how many exceptional beauties have appeared here. 

“What are you still staring blankly for? Hurry and leave already. Stop standing in the way.” The young 

man that was trying to get on Chen Lin’s good side spoke again. 

“Isn't that Wu Feng, one of the academy mid level top hundred experts? He’s been famous for a while.” 

“I heard that he had been pursuing Chen Lin for a long time, an extremely powerful flower guarding 

escort.” 

Someone said softly. 

At the same time, a few others moved over, standing behind Chen Lin. It had to be said that the women 

on the beauty rankings had extremely great popularity. No matter where they went, there would always 

be a large group of flower protecting escorts. 

“Why do I have to leave? I wanted to enter Goddess Academy. Who knows, we might just be fellow 

disciples.” Shi Hao smiled and said, not getting angry. 

On the side, someone reminded Shi Hao that now wasn’t the time to accept disciples. It was because the 

last instance didn’t happen too long ago, so if he wanted to enter, he could only wait until next year. 

“It’s not that there’s no way. The academy’s great gates are always open to exceptional geniuses. If you 

can successfully walk up the heavenly staircase, then an exception can be made. Anyone can enter the 

academy at any time through this method,” someone said. 

“There is this type of thing?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

“You should save your energy. Even you want to climb the heavenly staircase? Why don't you take a 

good look at yourself first!” Chen Lin said. Her face was full of contempt, and with an expression of 

disdain, she said, “Not knowing how high the heavens are or how deep the earth is.” 

“What is going on recently? The quality of newcomers really is going downhill. Any random dog and cat 

even dares to boast shamelessly in front of my academy.” Wu Feng echoed, ridiculing Shi Hao to curry 

favor with the ranked beauty. 

In the surroundings, shouts of laughter sounded. There were some of good will, but those carrying 

mockery as well. They all looked towards Shi Hao. 

“Those that can make it through the heavenly staircase are definitely not ordinary geniuses. What kind 

of benefits are there?” Shi Hao didn’t get angry, instead humbly asking those around him for guidance. 

A few people revealed looks of shock. Was this youth really so daring that he was going to give it a try? 

“After making it through the heavenly staircase, one will naturally become a super disciple. When the 

time comes, you can enter the immortal pond that the tribulation crossing divine lotus was planted in 

for a baptism, and even have a chance of bathing with the most famous unmatched ranked beauties, 

because they often have the chance to bathe and cultivate there.” 

“What? That’s too awesome!” Shi Hao was so excited he almost screamed out. 



Everyone looked at him, especially a few younger men who were laughing strangely. They all revealed 

ambiguous expressions. 

Meanwhile, a few young ladies’ faces became red. They inwardly spat out. 

It was clear that everyone didn’t think he acted like that for the immortal pond, but instead that this 

fella had his eyes on the ranked gorgeous beauties. 

In that instant, Goddess Academy’s great gate became quiet. 


